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Purpose of the Study 
It was the purpose of this research to determine the extent of need 
for a preschool child developme-qt center for culturally deprived child-
ren in Stillwater, Payne County, Oklahoma. Family characteristics were 
studied and were related to the willingness of the parents for their 
children to participate in such a proposed center. 
Problem 
Adequate preschool preparation for all children, including the 
economically and cultura.lly deprived, has long been a dream of persons 
< 
interested in the welfare of small children. There has been consider-
able rese.arch on the advantages of such preschool education, especially 
for those whose homes were inadequate and could not provide the neces-
sary language and relationship tools for successful school achievement. 
These dreams and programs mqved a step closer to reality with the 
passage and ·f, nding of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Applica-
tions for economic aid under this act require specific answers to many 
questions for which there were no adequate answers available at the 
moment. 
The writer became directly acquainted with these needs and the 
information required on applications for Community Action Funds in 1965 
while working with a group of persons seeking to set up a child develop-
1 
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ment center in Stillwater .. Informed persons generally agreed that the 
need existed but they w@re unable to provide details as to the extent of 
need, number of children involved, location of these children, or the 
willingness of parents to participate in. a program or center designed to 
meet these needs. This study is an outgrowth of that involvement .. 
It is not too difficult a t~sk to identify areas with. poorly 
constructed, deteriorating, or substandard housing. It has been assumed 
by some that residents of these a.Teas are culturally deprived, but 
economic need does mot always denote cultural deprivation .. Other evi-
dence should be sought, learning experiences for children in these homes. 
need to be investigated, and willingness on the part of parents to be 
involved themselves and/or have their children participate should be 
determined& Family cb.aracteiiistics such as educatioli, occ:upa.tion, hours 
employed, income, family size and marital status, and availability of 
cultural ''toolsn may also make for a culturally stimulating or depres- . 
sing environment. 
The writer was unable to fi.n.d any survey sca.edule or quest.fon:naire 
which was considered adequate to the specialized needs of this situation. 
Several were available for large urban centers on somewhat: similar 
topics, howevero The Wichita and Mid-"Ma.nhattan studies are examples of 
theseo Modifications of items from these and from the study by Persson 
(1966) on Head Start participation in the city of Stillwater formed the 
basis for the questionn.a.i:re used in this study. 
Procedure 
The procedure for this project consisted of the following steps: 
1. Survey existing Uteirature to determine criteria used in 
classifying a child as culturally deprived. 
2. Develop a questionnaire to determine if persons in an area of 
town that has been identified as a moderate or high welfare 
incidence area are culturally deprived and if they would be 
willing to indicate the educational opportunities in their 
home. 
3. Pretest the instrument to determine the extent ·to which it 
would provide answers to desired questions. 
4. Select homes in areas identified as depressed which have pre-
school children .. 
5. Interview the mothers of each home selected within the popula-
tion. 
6. Analyze the data. 
7. Develop an Interviewer Manual to assist in instructing others 
in the use of the questionnaire~ 
8. Interpret the results and recommend !urther study. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter will survey the litei::ature··:-pertinent to the purpose of 
this thesis. It will be divided into three major parts: first, eharac-
teristics of the culturally deprived; second, education and the e\iiltur-
ally deprived; and third, questionnaire development. These should 
provide the basis for development of the survey instrument in both the 
content and methodological areas. 
'!'he Culturally Deprived 
Cultural deprivation is a way of life handed down from parents to 
children and learned by the younger generation not so much by choice as 
by necessity. These families have strength, but these are submerged by 
handicaps which are often numerous and severe and include, among other 
things, low income, poor education, low-status employment, inadequate 
housing, and sacial attitudes and behavior patterns which are dysfwe-
tiona.l in modern society and are in~luded under discussion of the specif-
ic areas alone. 
Many different terms have been used to refer to the culturally 
,:_:~ 
deprived. Brameld (1957)> Della-Dora (1963), Johnson (1964), a~d 
Riessman (1964) have pointed out some of these and have noted that they 
place specific emphasis on. selected aspects of the total pattern. of 
ndisadvantage.n 
., I\ . "Educationally deprived, 11 "lower socio-economic status," 
and similar designations are examples~ The authors' terms have been 
4 
retaiued in the review of literature hut in the 'broader statements of 
the thesis i~self the more general terms "deprived" and ndisadvantaged" 
will be used without reference to .the specific nature or source of the 
problem. 
5 
It shou14 uot be inferred, however, that·persons or groups to whom 
these terms are applied ar~ totally lacking in assets either. A look at 
both streng.tu a.ad. weaknesses may be worthwhile in providing perspective 
at this point .. 
The strengths that are found within the home. of the culturally 
deprived family a.re fum.ctiona.l with.in that home but at the same time 
they are dysfunctional in the comm.ll,nity, in modern American Socle~y. 
Ries.sman. (1964) points out some of the assets of the culturally deprived 
family as being, 
••• the co-operativeness and mutual aid that marks the extended fam.ilyi 
equalitarianism., informality, and warm humor; freedom from self-blame 
and parental over-protection; the children's enjoyinent of each other's 
company, and lessened sibling rivalry; there is security found in the 
extended family and in the tradition•l outlook. (p. 48) 
The weaknesses far out number the strengths of the culturally 
deprived family. Referring again to Riessman (1964), 
••• narrewness of tradit:ienalism, pragmatism, and anti-intellectualism; 
limited development of individualism, self-expression and creativity, 
frustration of alienation, political apathy; suggestibility and 
naivete; boring occupational tasks and broken over-crowded homes, ••• 
(p. 48) 
are a few of the liabilities confronting the deprived persons .. Riessman 
(1964) continues by pointi,g. out that, 
~ anti-intellectualism of the underpriviliged individual is one of 
the most s~gnific:&nt handicaps. It is expressed in. his feeling that 
life is a much better teacher th.an books - theory is impractical; most 
big ideas that took good on paper won't work in practice; ntalk is 
bull'/ intellectuals are "phon@y eggheads .. " This anti-intellectualism 
seems to be rooted in a number of the traits that ch.araeterize him; 
his physical style, aliena.tion, antagonism to the school, defensiveness 
regarding his gullibility, and his general progmatic outlook .. (p. 29) 
Keller (1963) continues by pointing out that these people are the 
••• poorest elements of the population -- both financially and sociallyo 
They hold low-level jobs, and hawe bad such jobs for a number of years .. 
They usually have not finished high school and have few &$pirations or 
chances for upward mobility. (p. 826) · 
It is not in the home but in soci®ty that the culturally deprived 
person is hardest hit. To improve the chances and aspirations of these 
people, they must be re-educated to compete with others in modern Amer-
ican Society .. As a result of these difficulties faced by the disadvan-
ta.ged, they will not be able to compete effec~ively and will there.fore 
be unable to command the better incomes necessary to higher levels of 
living. This is reflected in the evidence on levels of income among 
the deprived .. 
Income 
Incomes which are below the poverty line, and/or economic needs of 
the family are generally associated in the literature with cultural 
deprivation, The specific dollar income, however, varies with the base 
year selected by the author, family size, residence, and other specific 
characteristics. 
Lampman (1959) used 1957 as the base year for idemtifying the 
dollar value of family income or its equivalent for a four person 
family in discussing the lo~ income population and economic.growth. He 
• ' I • i 
discussed economic deprivation and conditions assQciated with it. 
6 
Epstein (1961) noted that in 1959 almost one-fifth of the families, 
with nearly one-fourth of the nation's children, had low incomes. 
These are families with incomes below the taxable limit under federal 
income tax laws .. That is, 11 less than $1,325 for a mother and a child 
and less tltan $2,675 for a married couple with two children and $4,000 
7 
for a family of six.'' (p.. 12) 
Chilman and Sussman (1964) have up dated these e.stllU2,\tes by.stating 
that the poverty line for a non-farm family of four should be set at 
$3,000 per year .. 
However, an even more recent estimate has been proposed by the 
Office of Economic Opportunity -- Memorandum No. 25, March 10, 1966 
comparing family size with family income to determine the ''poverty 
line." This classification is presented in Table I and will be used 
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Over 10 - add $500 for each additional member 
To show how this low income imrolves the family, Chilm.a.n. and 
Sussman (1964) point out that u ... -tnesrly 10 million families ••• \ try 
to find shelter, feed and cloth,e their children, stave off disease and 
malnutrition, and somehow build a better life on less than $40 a week .. 11 
(p. 391) Placing this figure on a yearly basis, the family income 
8 
would be $2,080 .. They go on in the sta.t:~me-n.t that 
One-fifth @f the 47 million families /9.4 million familiei/ in the 
United States in 19.§..2 h&d tot&l money-incomes below $3,000 .. Over half 
of these families Lappro~imately 5~5 million fam.ili~s7 had annual money 
incomes below $2,000. (p. 391) -
As previously noted, in~ome: is oft~n low because of lack of adequate 
educational backgroun.d to w~rramt consideration fox- higher paying jobs .. 
Educational attainment and ~ducational attitude$ are often two sides of 
the same coin. .. 
Educ.atio·a 
Low attainment in the area of education is one of th.a most signi-
ficant attributes of the culturally deprived. Chilman and Sussman 
(1964) igtate that: 
It is well known that poverty particularly affects thos~ who have 
little education. Two-thirds of our poor families are headed by per-
sons who have less than an e.ighth-grade education.. Another one-fifth 
of them have, as their head, persons with less than a high school 
education. ~ •• Opportunities are rich for those who had rich opportu-
nities for education and general development as they were growing up .. 
.... and low -- or virtually no -- demand for the disadvantaged ••• 
(p. 392) 
Daniel (1964) points that the culturally deprived have 
••• not had experience with formal education, language, books, and 
beha.vorial patterns whicch a.re accepted or ~ncour.aged in our middle-
class society ..... /instead/ they a.re confronted with difficulties or 
failures when they-attempt to cope with the requirements of school, of 
work, or of a different way of life. (p. 205) 
Anti-intellectualism. as noted by Riessman (1964) should be refer-t 
red to as more damaging to possible gains for adults than adult educa-
tion or f~rthef education for himS$lf~ While this is true, it does not 
hold for aspirations for the educational attainment: for the cniidren .. 
The parents' attitude is often ncaughtn by the child as cont·radictory 
to parents• words or pressures. 
With this pessimistic outlook toward the.school depicted by the 
parents~ one would predict that they do not want an education for their 
children~ This assumption is not supported in the literature as Keller 
(1963), Della-Dora (1963), atxd Chilman and Sussman (1964) have all 
pointed out. Their studies indicate that even though the parents of 
the culturally deprived child have lost all hopes for further educating 
themselves, they project even more strongly the need for education on 
their childreno For example, Kellerws (1963) study st~tes that the 
parents 
••• were asked to indicate a fiTst and a second choice of possible 
futu:re occupations,... In their choices for boys, fully two-thirds 
.of the parents currently engaged in unskilled and semi-skilled labor 
or unemployed hoped that the~r sons would become professional men such 
as doctors, lawyers, engineers, or business executives. Parents of 
girls most frequently mentioned such traditional femin.ine callings as 
nursing S.!i.d teachingo (p. 82.7) 
In this same context Riessman (1964) asked of a group of um.der-
privileged persons, ~oth white and negro, "What do you miss most in 
life that you would like your children to have?'' (p. 10) nEducation'' 
was .the response of over 50 percent of the white and 70 percent of the 
negro population. 
These studies have indicated to the writer that even though the 
lower-class person is 11Lot edricated ;~tnd has no hopes of being so, he 
still holds high aspirations for his childre·n' s education. 
However, one might wonder if these'high educational aspirations 
can be properly 1'1sold11 to tlh.eir. (:hildren, s:i.nce they ho;d their neg.a-
tive attitudes toward education. 
With the low-level ed:a.c&tions and educatior.a.l aspirations, one 




Hollingshead (1949) points out that 
The association between education" job levels, and prestige in the 
social structure is so high that the person with more educatio~ moves 
into.the high-ranking job and the person with little education into the 
low-ramking job. Furthermore, and this is t~ crucial fact from the 
viewpoint of the personws r®lation to the social structure, each tends 
to remain in the job channel in which be starts as a young worker. 
This is especially true if he bas less than a high school education; 
then he starts as an unskilled menial and has few opportunities in 
later years to change to skilled labor,.busimass, or the professions • 
• • • Menial ~ska, long hours, low pay, and litt:'le consideration from. the 
employer produces discontent and frustrati@n, which motivate the young 
worker to seek another job, only to realiz® after a few days or weeks 
t:ha.t the new job is like the old one.. This desire for a mo:te congenial 
job, better pay, shorter hours, and a. better employer gives rise to a. 
drift from job to job •••• Therefore, his chances to be promoted up 
throug~' the several levels of the job channel in which he functions 
are. severely limited. As the years pass, his position in the economic 
system becomes fixed, aad another generation has become stable in the 
class structure. (p. 369) · · 
Na.riy people today see housing as a result of income.. If this 
statement is true~ low-income; must lead to inadequate housing .. 
Housing 
The housing of the culturally deprived .is usually s~b-standard and 
located in the n1~w-rent" district. Weinancy (1964) disc.:ussad some of; 
the problems confronting the housing manager as being " ••• late payment 
of rent, poor ho.uskeeping and/or destruction of property, too m.ai.ny 
I\ 
children inadequately ca.red for, and illegitimacy pr the annual arrival 
of babies after the husband and wife had separated. 11 (p. 452) Weinan.cy 
continues by adding that 
These problems tend to be symptomat~p of impoverished and culturally 
deprived families who have d$veloped their own self-perpentuating 
philosophy and beb.a.vior patterns which have a certain su~val value, 
but which also ali~liMil~a them. from their neighbors and the rest of 
society. (p. 452) 
One could. s~rmise th&t the culturally deprived family comes from 
\ 
11 
a poor rent district with in-adeqwn.te housing to handl~ their extended 
families. Th~se owe.r-crowded hou$iug conditions could have varied 
affects upon the child. 
The Impact on the Child 
Many different theorie.s and facts have been developed concerning 
the disadvantaged child. To some it may s~em as though the professional 
people .are eclectico Havigb.urst (1964) eixpla.in$ why this is true. He . 
'statss: 
••• that disadvantage is a r®lative term. When we speak of a child as 
being 8ocially disadvantaged, it is meant that he is disadvantaged rela-
tive.to some other child for some kind of social life •••• The socially 
disadvantaged child is one who is .handicapped in the task of growing up 
to lead a competent and satisfying life in the American Society. 
(p. 211) 
••• that socially disadvantaged children may be defined and described in 
three ways; in terms of certain family characteristics relating directly 
to the child; in terms of person.al characteristics, or in terms of the 
social group characteristics of their families. (p. 212) 
relatively slow fo. pErlrforming intellectual tasks.. This slo1m1~H, he 
says, is an important f@ature of their mental style and needs to be 
carefully evaluated. 
For the culturally deprived child to come into a middle-class 
oriented school, cert:2in upet·iexu:es need to be developed for him to 
succeed. If these experiences ar® g£ined early enough in the home or 
in a preschool program~ the culturally deprived child may be able to 
compete morie effectively in th~ school system. 
Education,and the CulturaflY Deprived Child 
There are two basic theories that have been accepted or adopted 
... 
by both educators and lay people alike. These have been appropriately 
stated by Johnson (1964) when he says: 
Educational programs ar®, in general, based upon one of two theories: 
the theories of equality of education for all children, or the theory 
that all children should be provided with an identical education. The 
latter, or the identical education theory is often, unfortunately, 
wrongly interpreted as equ~lity of education both by the professional 
e_ducator as well as thie fay public 9 a. ba.sic lack of understanding of 
these fundamental conc®pts has led to innumerable malpractices and has 
acted to the detriment of the soci&lly disadvantaged child. (p. 255) 
Elementary 
Some of the basic reasons the culturally deprived child cannot 
compete with the middle-class oriented school systems and, therefore, 
cannot gain an identical education, have been pointed out by Kioeller 
(1965). Re explains that the culturally deprived pupils 
12 
06.are generally from the lower classes and are generally backward, the 
second characteristic being generally, though not always, a consequence 
of the first. Their parents have been unable to give them the back-
ground and preparation necessary for fonnal learning ••• (p .. 147) 
Della-Dora (1963) had previously noted that the 
., 
Lower social class children e~idence a relatively high rate of illness 
and nutritional deficiencies. They are ignorant of good health 
practices and/or cannot afford to observe them. They show little 
interest in or motivation for school affairs. Parents exhibit apathy 
toward school and a high incidence of social and emotional maladjust-
ment. (pp. 227-228) 
Fusco (1964) adds .th.mt 
Children from .lf,hi!.7 impoverished physical and social environment bring 
attitudes, expectations, and motivations to the school which are often 
very different from and which may conflict with the values which the 
school, as a social imstitutio~, is attempting to inculcate. (p. 2) 
Eusco (1965) points out that educators ".un.eed to strengthen 
school-home ties as p~rt of a multi-pronged effort to improve educ£tional 
opportunities for cultur~lly deprived children. .. 11 (p. 5.5) He goes on 
to say th.-9. t ' 
Too often, however~ efforts to improve school-home relations stumble 
because they are based on one or more of these seven misconceptions 
th~t seem to be widely held a.m.ong schoolmen concerning programs for 
the culturally dep~ived children: 
No. 1 - That schools in deprived areas can get parents to 
cooperate by copyi~g some of the practice~ used in more privileged 
communities, ... o 
No. 2' - , That 'a.n effective school priimcipal somewhere i.s an effec-
tive school principal.everywhere, •• 4 
No. 3 - That exposing classroom tea.chars to home and community 
conditions will ''sensit:h:en them. to the difficulties deprived parents. 
face in relating to t~e school$ and lead them to adapt positive · 
attitudes toward parent$ and their children, ••• 
No. 4 - Tb.at cult·urally deprived parents are unwilling and unable 
to support and reinforce school efforts made on behalf of their child-
ren, . .,. 
No .. 5 - That the time to begin involving parents in helping their 
children to succeed in school is when the child enters the first 
grade, ••• 
No •. 6 .- That pa:r.elffitS will not take advantage of the opportunities 
offered by the school to incre.rJJ.!,Je and b:roiul®n their OW!'!. ,:idr.wat.i.,:>11al 
potentials, •• ., 
No. 7 - That deprived parents will not take part in groups organ-
ized to improve school and community conditionsu. (pp. 55-56) 
Along with these miseonceptions 11 Della-Dora (1963) emphasizes that 
13 
culturally deprived children '' °'. c~n le,;,irn more than they typically do. 
The potential for learning is present in a depth and breadth com.parable 
to that which we see in middle.-class and upper-class fa.mi lies. 11 
(pp .. 228-229) 
If the schools are ill prapa:t~d to cope with the first grade 
culturally deprived pupil and as Fusco us (1965) prenriot1lsly sta.teid mis-
parents in helping thltllir rchild:r:en to succeed in school is when the 
child enters first grade • .,., n Jj. Sf!../) 1 perhaps preschool prograi1tms 
should be specially de:veloped. to eope w~th the culturally deprivt\!\d pre-
schooler. 
The disadvantaged child comes to school ill-prepared to compete 
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effectively with the middle-class oriented school syst~. However, 
this child is benefited by the fact that his disad~antages do not 
parallel his lack of pote~tial. To develop this stunted potential, 
one of two routes may bie t~en, either "overhauln the early educational 
programs or help the child before. schdol. A closer look at these pre-
school years may prove adva~tageous. 
Preschool 
One of the misconceptions identified by Fusco (1964) was that the 
parents should begin helping their children to succeed in school start-
ing with the first grade. While it is better to start in the first 
grade than not at all is too lat~ to gain the maximum advantage· for the 
effort expended. As D®llllti!ch (1964) points out 
••othe i~portance of preschool experiences, however, does not derive 
solely from the fact that it is preschool •6obut largely from what is 
known about the greater resiliency and accessibility of children of 
preschool ageo (p. 192) 
Jen.sen (1963) supports this by stating that, n0ur present knowledge of 
the development of learning abilities indicates that the preschool years 
are the most important years of learning in the child's life." (p.133) 
The reasons for this are pointed out by Liddle (1964), Riessm.an (1964), 
and Fusco (1965)0 To quote Liddle: 
It is here that children learn the extent to which people can be 
expected to help or hurt you, the extent t·o which you can trtl!st other.rs, 
and the extent to whicli the world is going to be a pleaeure or paitrlul 
experi®nce. In the home, ch:ild:t'en learn. to communicate. They pick up 
the words, the intonations, a~d th® actions which establish or inhibit 
communic.a.tion with others.. They learn when it is best to withdraw into 
yourself. In th~ fa.mil:, the child laarlO\s who he is and how he is 
valued by others. (ppo 311-312) 
prewioo.sly indi-cated by Gruber (1961). · He stated that: 
Practice i~ the use of language begins in infancy .... .,.and is the most 
difficult thiag a person is called upon to learn~ Not . only does a : 
language develop a nmtiona.l characteristic, but clesses within the 
group - culture set themselves apart by.differences in. usage. (p. 16) 
Fowler (1962) too supports Liddle in saying that, " ••• concept 
formation begins during infancy ••• several investigations show th.at 
children well under three can learn concepts based on the use of tools 
for solving a problem." (p. 117) 
. Hymes (1964) advocates that the 11 • ., .. aim to provide challenge, 
stimulation and enrichment for youngsters whose lives have. been made 
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drab and dreary by poverty and depression in which they live." (p. 25) 
Deutsch (1964) adds further support to preschool training. 
In a primary a!!.4lysis of some of our own recent date /at the New York 
Medical Cente!,/, we find higher grbup intelligence test scores among 
children, who had preschool or kindergarten experiences, as compared 
with those whose initial contact with the school was in the first 
grade. (po 192) 
Taking into consideration these needs and the support offered for 
preschool programs by the .authors, one recognizes some implications for 
the development o~ a workable program. Johnson (1964) offers three 
considerations: 
.o.one, the characteristics of the individual for whom the program is 
being planned must'be determined; two,' a guess or prognosis concerning 
the future of these individuals must be ma.de; and three, the program 
must re.fleet and be ·1n harmony with the environmental backgrounds they 
bring with. them to SCftool. (p. 257) · 
To improve the chances for success, the school and homes must be 
changed to meet the needs of these deprived childreno As Butts (1947) 
puts it, " ••• teachers and parents need to be educated to be aware·of 
the powerful impact of the early years upon the personality developmen~ 
of their children." (p. 391) 
Such needs identified iu the co~unity might be met through private 
endeavor or the modification of the public school to include adequate 
preschool opportunitiese . I The$e programs ma.y be too expensive for 
private enterprise and since preschool is not part of the educatior..a.1 
tradition in most areas 9 it seems plausible to assume that a community 
program or center would be more likely, paxticularly iu the light of 
the 1964 Economic Opportunity Act. The development of such a program 
should be contingent on the e.xtent of need and located in the target 
area. 
The next step is the very practical one of how to determine such 
needs. 
Method of Identifying the Need 
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Characteristics of culturally deprived families have been investi-
gated in the literature. Education is a means of modifying or prevent-
ing cultural deprivation has been examined at both the elementary and 
preschool levels. The next question which seems apparent is, "How can 
the extent of need in a particular community be determined?" 
The County Welfare Department could be one of the first contacts 
in the process. This office, through its director, could identify the 
high welfare incidence area(s) of the town while maintaining profession-
al responsibility and client anonymity. The County of City School 
Superintendent's office(s) might be able to provide a current list from 
a school censu~ of names and addresses of families with preschool child-
ren in 11poorer" parts of town. The Y .M.C.A. and/or ot.her youth centers 
or programs might be able to identify families or ar@as needing the 
services of a community preschool child development program. Observing 
the housing conditions on a systematic 11tour11 of the town would be 
another way of identifying potential areas for more intensive investi-
gatiouo None of these was adequate to specifically identify family 
characte:r:istics or conditions of preschool children neligible" for 
partil!ipation in a Community Action Program Child Development Center .. 
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To determine the need for a preschool child development center for 
the culturally deprived in Stillwater, Payne County, Oklahoma, a tech-
nique was devised that would be, (1) simple and to the point; and (2) 
set at the intellectual level of the subjectso The questionnaire se~med 
most suitable for this task. Since no existing instrument was found 
which would fit our purposes, it was necessary to develop one. This 
included ideas from similar questionnaires and the development of 
additional questions for those areas not covered. 
The theory of questionnaire development was examined in the liter-
ature and suggestions ~&W:l'.A from. the words of Parten (1950), Jahoda 
(Part I~ 1951), (Part II, 1951), Selltiz (1951), Adams (1958), Bingham 
(1959), Kahn (1962)., and Richardson (1965) .. 
Jahoda (Part II, 1951) notes that determining what info:rmation the 
study should seek is the most involved problem of the designer. To do 
this, she suggests the use of "dummy tables." By doing this in advance 
the researcher forces himself to definite decisions as to what data are 
required and just how they will be usedo It becomes clea,rer that 
certain additional information will be needed and th.at some items 
usually included may be omitted. Figt1.res represen.ting possible finding 
may b~ e~~ered in ord~r to picture the bearings they would have on 
alternative hypotheses and to see what new hypotheses they suggest. 
The steps in questionnaire development suggested by Jahoda 
(Part II, 1951) were followed. They are: 
1. Deciding what the questionnaire should cover and what; type of 
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questionnaire should be used, .... 
2o Editing the questionnaire and specifying procedures for its 
Pretesting the que~tionnaire, ••• 
use, ••• 
3. 
4 .. Re-examination and revision of the questionnaire. (pp. 429-430) 
Step 1. Deciding Wba.t the Q~estionnaire· Should Cover 
And What Type of questionnaire Should be Used 
Kahn (1962) points out that 
A major decision in the formulation of questions has to do with the 
form of the response; that is, whether the respondent is to reply in his 
own words, or is to select from a series of pre-assigned categories the 
·answer that best approxima~es his own opinion. Questions of the former 
type are termed "open.11 or "unrestricted." The latter type of question 
is nclosed" or ''restricted." (p. 58) 
The open question allows the respondent to structure the answer as 
he sees fit; whereas, the clo$ed question allows tb.e respondent to 
answer in a predictable manner. Since several interviewers were to be 
used, it was decided that the closed question format would be used~ It 
also made tabulation much less complex. 
Two ocher problems in questionnaire development are pointed out by 
Adams (1958) as validity and reliability. 
Validity has referenc!_ to :!het:her the instrument measures what it is 
intended to. measure /while./ ••• reliability of an instrumemt in survey 
work has to do with whether the same answers are obtained to the same 
questions on diffe~ent occasions. (p. 8) 
In order to ga.iti a valid and reliable answer, Richardson (1965) 
points out that 
••• each respondent must b~ given identical stimuli to evoke valid 
differentiations between respondents. Thus according to this assumption, 
if the question is to function as an identical stimulus to every respon-
dent, it must be worded identically ea.ch time it is presentedo (p. 40) 
Bingham (1959) pr~viously noted that the sequence of 
The questions must be st&nd8:rdized not only with ref.arenca to the form 
and the preci$e wording of the question used, but also as to the order 
in which the questions are presented and the manner in which they are 
asked. (p. 136) 
Ri~b.ardson. (1950) states that the 
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•.•• standardized interview ,j • • [i.s one which/ must deal with precisely the 
same subject matter -- and differences or similarities between respon-
dents must reflect actual differences or similarities between respon-
dents and not differences due to the questions they were asked·. or to 
the meaning that they at,tributed to the question. (pp. 34-35) 
Jahoda (Part II, 1951) suggests that 
Probably the best way to begin li. questi<:>nna.ir.!_7 is to outline or list 
the topics to go into the questionnaire, to .consider carefully at this 
point what is likely to be the best sequence of topics, and then to 
write the questions. At the writing stage, one can utilize all the 
suggestions available in other similar questionnaires. If varied 
questionnaires are at hand that have previously been drafted on the 
same or similar problems, think the questions, of course, strive not 
only to improve therein detail but to supplement or replace them in 
novel ways wherever they can be done to advantage. There are few places 
in social research where time consuming, painstaking effort is more 
rewarding than in the preparation of questions. (pp. 428-429) 
Whea developing the questions themselves, Parten (1950) suggests 
using the following nineteen s~eps: 
1. Use simple words which are familiar to all potential respon-
dents •• .-
2. Hake the questions as concise as possible ••• 
3. Formulate the questions to yield exactly the inforntation 
desired ••• 
4 .. Avoid "double barrelled" or multiple meaning questions ••• 
s. Avoid ambiguous questions ••• 
6. Avoid leading questions ••• 
7. Decide as to your use of prestige names ••• 
8. Avoid udanger words/1 catchwords, stereotype, or words with 
emotional conndta tions ••• 
9. Decide whether to include indirect question$ ••• 
10. Be cautious in the use of phrases which may reflect upon the 
prestige of the informant· ••• 
11. Decide on whether to personalize so•e of the questions ••• 
12. Allow for all possible responses ••• 
13. Make the alternative in multiple choice questions realistic •. •• 
14. When a long cheek list is used, either use card questions or 
see that the items are rotated on different runs of the .schedule ••• 
15. Keep to a minii:m.un the amount of writing required on the 
schedule ••• 
16. Plan to include a few questions that will serve as checks on 
the ~ccuracy and consistency of the questions as a whole ••• 
17. Avoid questions that call our respqnses toward socially 
accepted norms or values ••• 
18 •. Avoid apparently unreasonable questions by using a brief 
explanation justifying the que~tions ••• 
· 19. Plan to compare the responses to si~gle questions with 
responses to other questions which ~t the same issue in different 
context ••• (pp. 201-218) 
Step 2. Editing the Questionnaire and 
Specifying Procedures For Its Use 
Jahoda (Part II, 1951} explains the purpose of the editing of the 
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questionnaire. When she states that, "After all the preceding steps are 
completed, the questionnaire should be ready to use. The editorial job 
.is directed primarily at making the questionnaire as clear and easy to 
use as possible. 11 (p. 430) Since this is self .. explanatory, we will 
move to the next point. 
Step 3. Pretesting the Questionnaire 
The pretest is an extremely important phase of the development of 
a questionnaire. Jahoda (Part II, 1951) describes 
The pretest La.~7 a tryout of the questionnaire to see how it works --
whether changes are necessary before the start of the full scale study. 
The pretest provides a means of catching and solving unforeseen problems 
in the use of the questionnai't'e, the phrasing and sequence of questions 
and length of the questionnair'e. Another valuable part of the pretest 
interview is discussion of the questions with respondents after they 
have anstfered them. It is also important to have .the ~nterviewer record 
his observations, criticisms, and suggestions. If substantial changes 
are necessary, such as adding entirely new questions, a second pretest 
should be considered. (p. 429-430) 
Step 4. Re-examination and Revision of the Questionnaire 
Jahoda {Part II, 1951) finally points out that, "In the. revision 
process, i.t is invaluable to supplement one's own effort by obtaining. 
the critical ra,_ctions :ofdndividuals:who: are familiar with, 
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questionnaire methods and with the type of prQblems a.t haad." (p. 429) 
The questionnaire was critically evaluated by Dr. Stanley Fowler 
with revisions being made to comply with his.suggestion and the 
suggestions offered by .the pre~est respondents. 
With the completion of these four steps the questiortn.aJ.re should 
be r.eady to use. 
The Interview 
Before the interviewer starts out, he must, ac~ording to Bingham 
(1959), 11 ••• study his questionnaire carefully, not to.memorize the 
, I 
questions but to familiarize himself with' the.purpose of the survey as 
a whole." (p.· 136) Not only must the questionnaire be known. well but 
it must,' according to Adams (1958), "· •• be used informally and with 
ease." (p. 24) 
Implications for the Present Research 
The culturaily deprived preschool child is confrontf!d with many 
obstacles which hinder his many activities. As has been noted by many 
of the authors, this child needs to be educated before he epters the 
first grade. 
To develop a preschool program for the culturally deprived pre-
schoolers without knowing the need of the children, could hapi rather 
than exploit their potential. 
A questionnaire was therefore developed to answer many of the 
questions presented in this chapter concerning this preschool child. 
The dev•lepment of the questionnaire used in this study is 
discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS A;ND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to determine the need for a preschool 
child development center for culturally deprived children in. Stillwater, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
This chapter will include the following discussions: _(1) develop-
ing the questionnaire; (2) identifying the interviewees, (3) interview-
ing - Area I, (4) developing the work-time sheet, (5) developing the 
interviewer manual, (6) training the interviewers, (7) interviewing -
Area II, (8) analyzing the data. 
Developing the Questionnaire 
Careful study of the literature available reveaied no questionnaire 
which would meet the needs of this study. The questionnaire was devel-
oped, ~herefore, not by choice, but by necessity. To insure as much 
face validity as possible and to avoid needless oversight, the recommen-
dations of Parten (1950), Jahoda (1951), Adam (1958), Bingham (1959), 
Kahn (1962), and Richardson (1965) were followed. 
Areas of desired information were drawn from the review of litera-
ture and working tables developed to assist in identifying and organiz~ 
·, ~ . 
in.g specific questions to be included on the schedule. The questionnaire 
was compiled and edited, pretested., analyzed and revised into the final 
format. Whenever possible, items were drawn intact from previous 
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studies, but most items were modified for clarity or applicability and 
a few were developed from ideas presented in previous studies to meet 
specific needs of this investigation. 
The nclosed en.du format fer question presentation was selected as 
most appropriate to this study as it:, (1) provides categories for all 
responses and reduces interviewer and editor error through interpreta-
tion or bias, (2) simplifies data processing by permitting pre-coding 
for easy transfer to computer cards for analysis. By designing the 
questionnaire for the specific tasks of the study it could be set at 
the desired level and kept simple and to the point. 
Two of the most fruitful sources of ideas were the studies of 
Persson (1966) and Wiener (1956). These proved to be an excellent 
source for items on family characteristics, especially items numbered 
5, 6, 9-18, and 25-33. The Office of Economic Opportunity -- Memorandum 
Number 25 -- provided the basis for the income family size criteria of 
classification of families as above or below the "poverty line.n Annual 
incomes were translated appro~imately into weekly incomes~ The initial 
·, 
amount of under $39 was based in the article by Chilman and Sussman 
(1964) when they refer to the ten million families living on less than 
$40 per week. Weekly incomes were used since most economically disad-
vantaged persons received their income on a weekly rather than a monthly 
interval. This is the basis on which McGuire .and White (1952) estab-
Ii.shed their source· of income scale for prediction of socio-economic 
status. Questionnaire item number 19 deals with this data. 
Educational attai.nment of parents was also suggested by Chilma.n and 
Sussman (1964) who -reflect the impact of their education on income, 
noting that poverty and low education go together. Riessman (1964) 
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further points out that ~ven though the culturally deprived person may 
not have. an education, he still wants his offspring to gain a ''higher" 
education t:han his otm. Part of question 5 and qtiestion.s 34 and 35 
(Appendix A) were desigi:aed in such a manner as to indicate the parental 
educational attainment and the parental aspirational level for the 
education of their children respectively. 
The importance of the preschool years for learning is pointed out 
by Liddle (1963), Jensen (1963), Deutsch (1964), and Fusco (1965). 
Questions 36 through 42 (Appendix A) were developed to provide data on 
this subject. 
Identifying the Interviewees 
The County Welfare Office was asked to indicate the 11high welfare 
incidence11 area of Stillwater as determined by the number of public 
assistance cases in. the area. For these purposes Aid to Families of 
Dependent Children, surplus commodities recipients, and outright public 
assistance cases were included. This area was roughly identified as 
including the area bounded on the West by Jefferson, on the North by 
Ninth and Fifteenth on the South and on the East by Ma.in Street. East 
of Main Street the area extended North to Third Street, South to Nine-
teenth and East to the West edge of Fairlawn Cemetary. For the purpose 
of this study the area East of Ma.in Street was r,eferred to as Area I, 
West of Main Street was referred to as Area II. Area I was approxi-
mately three times as large as Area II and was predominately white. 
(Appendix D) 
The 1965 school census was then studied to identify withil1l these 
areas those families.which. had preschool children. One hundred and 
nineteen families were so identified in Area I and 29 families in 
Area II. 
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Additional informetion w~s obtained from persons connected with the 
Y.M.c.A., to be sure that "needy0 families in the Y.M.c.A. program were 
included in the areas abow~. These were the interviewees of the present 
study. Selection of cu.lt'ilrally deprived families will be discussed in 
Chapter IV. 
Interviewing - Area I 
Area I reside~ts were interviewed first. Of the 119 families with 
preschool children, 73 were interviewed, three refused, and 43 could 
not be contacted. (Table II) 11No contact" families were those with 
whom no contact was made in tb.e morning and two evening attempts. In 
these cases the address was assumed to have been in.correct or the family 
to have moved. This was confirmed in most cases by asking neighbors. 
Table II is presented as a summary on page 27 in connection with the 
discussion on Interviewing - Area II. 
Sixty of the 73 interviews were conducted,by the principal investi-
gator using the questionnaire (Appendix A). Two additional interviewers 
were trained by the principal investigator to assist with the interview-
ing. The individual training took more time than the results gained; 
therefore, an Interviewer Manual (Appendix C) was developed and four 
interviewers trained using the Manual as a guide. The interviewers, 
under the supervision of the principal investigator conducted the 
remaining 42 interviews reported in. Table II. 
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Developing t.be Work-Time Sheet 
A work-time sheet (Appendix B) was prepared to aid the interviewer. 
This sheet was developed to be used as an aid in contacting the homes 
and provided space for appropriate comments concerning these contacts. 
It also had a column for totals which could be used for time and mileage 
summaries. This sheet, theref~re, was used for three purposes: (1) as 
an address sheet; (2) as a comment sheet; and (3) as a cost analysis 
sheet .. 
Developing the Interviewer Manual 
Once the patterns of interviewing had been definitely established, 
an Interviewer Manual (Appendix C) wa.s developed. This manual was pre-
pared with four purpos®s in mind: (1) to introduce the prospective 
interviewer to the importance of interviewing; (2) to explain the use 
of the schedule and provide a sa~ple schedule; (3) to describe a typical 
interview; and (4) to i.ntroduc® the importance and use of the work-time 
sheet. 
!Faining of the Interviewers 
The Interviewer Manual was presented to four volunteers who were 
to become interviewers. The schedule and work-time sheet were explained 
before the Manual wat read. A second meeting was held to discu~s 
problems of interpretation of thia Manual. Cha.li!ges were made based on. 
the interviewers' recommendations. Interviews were conducted as soon 
as ·the principal investigator and the interviewers felt competent to 
handle the req~ired informSl.tion. 
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Interviewing_ - Area II 
The second phase of the interviewing was conducted by volunteers 
trained by the principal investigator. They interviewed th<',! 29 .families 
with preschool children in Area II. (Table II). It should be noted that 
there were no refusals and no 11no contact'' .families. A possible answer 
to this maybe the greater familiarity of the Area II interviewers with 
the area and the interviewees. This was primarily responsible for the 
discrepancies in Area I and Area II interviewing success. However, it 
may be d11e to a much greater mobility in Area I. 
The interview schedules were .edited .and the coding proglems worked 





INTERVIEW SUCCESS BY AREA 
(N•l48) 
Interview Refusal No Contact· 
N % N % N % 
73 61.J 3 2.5 43 36.1 
29 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
102 68.I 3 2.0 43 29.1 
Analyzing the Data 






1. Identify the culturally deprived for further analysis. 
2. Determine the characteristics of the family. 
). Determine the educational and cultural opportunities present 
within the home. 
4. Determine the need and interest in a corrmWlity preschool 
program. 
CHAPTER IV 
The purpose of thi8 thesis was to determine the need for a, 
preschool child development center for culturally deprived children in 
Stillwater, Payne County, Oklahoma. 
Data pertaining to four areas are presented and discuss.ed in this 
chapter. These areas are: (1) identification of the culturally deprived 
in Stillwater; (2) description of the characteristics of these families; 
(3) description of the educational and cultural opportunities present 
within the homes of those classified as culturally deprived; and (4) 
indications of the interest of these ~arents in a preschool program. 
Findings were then summarized. 
Identifying the Culturally Deprived 
Before the detailed analysis was made, items ,nt.mlber 19 and 5 were 
studied to determine if a spe.cific ·· family could be identified as 
culturaU.y deprived. The two criteria on which cultural depriv.tion. 
classification was based were family size-income and educational 
attainment. 
If'the family size-income factor was below Office of Economic 
Opportunity standards, presented as Table I, the family was considered 
culturally deprived. If either parent had attended college, it seemed 
illogical to consider the family as ''culturally deprived" even though 
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the family income was very low. Therefore, both criteria had to be met 
before a prospective family was classified as culturally deprived in 
this study. 
Seventy-three families met both criteria of cultural deprivation. 
Twenty-nine were excluded, 25 on the family size-income test and four 
on the basis of education. These four were college students working 
toward advanced· degrees but on very limited incomes~ All four of these 
families were living in Area I. 
The sample retained for further study consisted of 46 families from 
'Area I and 27 families from Area II. (Table III) These 73 families 
composed 71.6 percent of the 102 families interviewed. 
TABLE III 
F.AMILY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO CULTURAL 
DEPRIVATION CRITERIA BY RESIDENTIAL AREA 
(N=102) 
Family , Ar\!lla I Area II Total 
Classification ,N % N % N % 
Excluded on 
Family Size-
Income Criterion 23 22.5 2* 2.0 25 24.5 
Excluded on 
Education Criterion 4 3.9 . 0 0.0 4 3.9 
Total Not 
Culturally Deprived 27 26.5 2 2.0 29 28.4 
Culturally Deprived 46 45.l 27 26.5 73 71.6 
Total 73 71.6 29 28.4 102 100.0 
*Abo excluded on education criterion· 
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Characteristics of the Families 
The families of this study fall below the minimum standard income 
and are considered culturally deprived. They should also agree in other 
categories with descriptions of .cultura~ deprivation referred to in the 
review of literature~ Analysis of income, family size, education, 
educational aspirations for the children, employment, marital status, 
and educational opportunities found within the home are included here. 
Income 
As bas been previously pointed out in the introduction of this 
chapter, 71.6 percent of the families reported incomes below the 
minim~ standa.r~ established by the Office of Econ~mic Opportunity. A 
closer look at Area I and Area II families indicated that the mean 
income per week for Area I families was $77 or $3,904 per year, whereas, 
Area II mean income per week was $59 per week or $3,068 per year. 
(Table IV) 
TABLE IV 
WEEKLY. INCOME OF FAMILIES IN AREA I AND AREA II 
(N=73) 
Weekly Income Area I* Area II** 
of Families N % N % 
$39 or Below 2 5.3 12 44.4 
$40 - $54 0 o.o 5 18.5 
$55 - $69 9 23.7 0 o.o 
$70 - $84 7 18.5 4 14.8 
$85 - $99 8 21.1 0 o.o 
$100 - Up 12 31.6 6 22.2 
Total 38 100.0 27 100.0 
*Area I m:ean annual income J3 ~904. W'tArea II mean annual income $3,068 
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Family Size 
The average family size in A~ea I was 3.84 children and two adults. 
(The father was absent in one family with five children) In Area II, 
there were 4.77 children per family with two adults per family in 11 
cases and one parent present in 16 families. (There were 16 families 
with the husband absent leaving 46 children without fathers) (Table V) 
TABLE V 
m.JMBER OF· CHILDREN PER FAMILY IN AREA I AND AREA II 
(N=73) 
Number of Children Area I* Area II** 
Per Family N 'Z, N 'Z,. 
1-2 12 26.1 6 22.2 
3-4 27 58.7 10 37.0 
5-6 6 13.0 7 25.9 
7-8 1 2.2 2 7 .4 
9-10 0 o.o 2 7.4 
Total 46 100.0 27 100.0 
*one family with father absent but with five children 
**sixteen families with fathers absent but total of 
forty-six children. 
Family Size-Income 
Referring t.o Table I, one notes that to classify a family of six 
as culturally deprived according to the minimum sta.n.dard income, the 
family would have to make less than $4,000 per year, or a family of 
seven~ as in Area II, less than $4,500 per year. In both Area I and II 
(see Table IV)• the family incomes wet·e below this lev~l and the 
families were classified as culturally deprived. 
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Education 
The other.criteria used to identify culturally deprived families 
was education. As Chilman and Sussman (1964) pointed out most cultur-
ally deprived families are headed by people with less _than a high school 
education. In the 73 famili~s retained for further study, there were 
130 adults on whom educational data was obtained. None of these had 
educations beyond high school. (Table VI) 
TABLE VI 
WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN A ~SCHOOL CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CENTER COM.'PARED BY AREA AND EDUCATION OF THE PARENTS 
(N=ll4) 
Willingness to Par.Uci:eate 
Education of Area I Area II 
Parents N % N % 
Grade School 2 2.6 3 7.9 
Junior High 10 13.2 10 26.3 
High School 64 84.2 25 65.8 
Total 76 100.0 38 lQO.O 
Della-Dora (1963), Keller (1963), Chilman and Sussman (1964), and 
Riessman (1965) all pointed out that even though the parents had little 
education, they had high aspirations for their children's education. 
In all but three cases the parent indicated the desire that the children 
have an education above their own with almost all specifying college 
education for both sons and daughters. (Table VII) 
T1'..BIB VII 
WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN A PRESCHOOL cmLD DEVELOPMENT 
CENTER COMPARED BY AREA TO EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS 
OF THE MOTHER FOR HER cmLDREN 
Educational Aspirations 
For Child(ren) 






















*One family did not have a son and five families did not 
have a daughter. 
**Four families did not have a son and three families did 
not have a daughter. 
Employment 
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Hollingshead (1949) has pointed out that the culuturally deprived 
person usually holds a long hour, low paying job. It was found that 62.9 
percent of the Area II mothers, while on,ly 8.70 .i?ercent of the Area I 
mothers were gainfully employed. (Table VIII) The majority of the 
Area I mothers were housewives. However, one interesting point was 
' 
that gainfully employed Area I mothers worked eight hours per day and 
Area II mothers worked 7.6 hours per day. 
The males worked longer hours than the females. The mean hours 
worked per day•re 9.28 hours for Area I and 8.57 hours for Area II 
husbands. Of the Area I fathers, 95.5 percent held full time jobs, 
while 63.6 percent of the Area II fathers held full time jobs. Data 
was not available on the 16 fathers not in the home in Area II and the 
one father not in the home in Area r. Again one should consult Table 
VIII for a inore concise picture of the data. 
TABLE VIII 
































*Area I - one male totally disabled, one male not present. 
Mean hours worked per day by mother-8.00 
Mean hours worked per day by father-9.28 
**Area II - sixteen males not present 
Mean hours "W> rked per day by moth.er-7. 60 
Mean hours worked per day by father-8.57 
Marital Status 
Chilma.n and Sussman (1964) note a high percentage of one parent 
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families among the culturally deprived. Area II data agrees, but Area 
I data does not. 
Of the mothers in Area 1 9 97.8 percent were living with their 
spouse at the time of the interview. In Area II, however, only 40.7 
percent were living with their spouse at the time of the interview. 
In Area II 25.9 percent of the mothers were unwed and 14.8 percent were 
separated from their spouse.. (T1ible IX) Of the Area I mothers only 
2.2 perce:nt did not haw® a spouse present. 
TABLE IX 
MOTHERS' MARI'!AI. STA'I'US AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW 
IN RESIDENTIAL AREA I AND AR.EA II 
(N=73) 
Area I Area. II 
Marital Status N % N % 
Married 45 97.8 11 40.7 
Divorced 1 2.2 2 7 .4 
Widowed 0 o.o 2 7•.4 
Single 0 o.o 7 25.9 
Separated 0 0.0 4 14.8 
Deserted 0 o.o 1 3.7 
Total 46 100.0 27 100.0 
In Area II 26.3 percent of the mothers had been married more than 
r once as compared with 10.8 percent of the Ar~a I mothers. (Table X) 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF MA.RRIA<GRS COM.PARED B"f RESIDEm"IAL AREA* 
(N=66) 
Area. I Area 
Number of :Ma:r:da.gss N .% N 
1 41 89.1 15 
2 3 6.6 5 






Total 46 100.0 ro 100 .. 0 
*Includes only those who are or have been married. 
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Need for a Preschool Child Development Program 
There were 73 children from newborn to school age in 38 families 
in Area I, and there were 64 children from newborn to school age in 27 
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families in Area II. By consulting Table XI, one will notice the break-
_down hr age of numbers of children available for the preschool program. 
The need is also supported in the literature cited in Chapter II. 
TABLE XI 
AGES OF PRESCHOOL cmLDREN IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS I 
AND II AVAIWLE FOR A PRESCHOOL PROGRAM 
(N=l34) 
Ages of Area I Area II Total 
Children N % N. % N % 
0-1 3 4.1 2 3.1 5 3.6 
1 4 5.5 7 10.9 11 8.0 
2 13 17.8 16 25.0 29 21.2 
3 10 13.7 9 14.1 19 13.9 
4 22 30.1 17 26.6 39 28.4 
5-school 21 28.8 13 23.3 43 24.8 
Total Number 
of Children 73 100.0 64 100.0 134 100.0 
Number of 
Families 38 63.0 27 37.0 65 100.0 
Jensen (1963), Deutsch (1964), Liddle (1964), Riessmau (1964), ~nd 
Fusco (1965) all point out the importance of the preschool years for 
learning. Deutsch (1964) points out that children with preschool train-
ing have higher intelligence test scores than do children whose initial 
contact with cshool is the first grade. 
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Mothersv Willingness to Particieate 
This viewpoint seems to be reflected in the desire of the families 
classified as culturally deprived since 89 percent wa.nted their child-
ren to attend a preschool program. (Table XII) All mothers in Area II 
were willing for their children to participate, but eight mothers 
(11 percent, all in Araa I) were unwilling. 
'!'A1U.E XII 
WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN A PRESCHOOL CHILD 





















Sixty-~ight percent of Ar&& I mothers we~e willing to assist in 
the preschool program. However, 26 percent of the mothers thought: their 
husbands would be willing to S.$lsist. In Area II, 96 p~rcent of the 
mothers said they would assist and 36 percent thought th~ir husbands 
would be willing to &ssist •. (Table XIII) 
Type of Program Pref~rred 
If such a program. were av&ilable, 71.7 peTcent and 88.9 percent 
of the Area I and Area II mothers respectively prefer:ted. a contin:uous 
all day program. (Table XIW) 
TABLE XIII 
PARENTS' WILLIN~SS TO ASSIST IN A PRESCHOOL CHILD 
· DEVELOPMENT CENTER COMPARED BY AREA 
















· 10 26.3 
28 73.7 
38 1()0.0 










PREFERENCE SHOWN FOR PRESCHOOL PROGRAM IN AREA I AND AREA II 
' (lll=73) 
Type Program · A:rea I Area II 
Desired N % N % 
Continuous All Day 33 71.7 24 88.,9 
Split Shift 13 28.3 3 11.l 
Total 46 l®JO .. O 27 100.0 
Summar_y 
I . 
The families classified a.s economically deprived according to the 
mint.mum standard income set by the Office of Economic Opportunity also 
were culturally deprived as indicated by the level of attainments in 
other aspects of the culture as described in the: review of U.tera0ture. 
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They had low incomes &ad large families, high school education or less, 
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and worked long hours on low paying jobs. Area 11 mothers most likely 
had married more than once or had not been married, but in Area I both 
parents were almost al~~ys pr®sent. 
There was a definite interest indicated in the establishment of a 
preschool child development center. The mothers also showed consider-
able willingness to assist in the program. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
It was the purpose of this thesis to determine the need for a pre-
school child development center for culturally deprived children in 
Stillwater, Payne Couaty, Oklahoma. 
The sample for this stud~ consisted of 102 families living in an 
area identified by the County Welfare Office as a high welfare incidence 
area of Stillwater. 
~ry of Findings 
1. Of the 102 families with preschool children interviewed, 71.6 
percent were classified as actually being c'l:1lturally deprived. 
2. Each family was judged on the basis of i·ts own size and income. 
It is interesting to note, howev~r, that in Area I th~ awerage annual 
income per fam.ily was $3,904 with an average family size of six. Arem 
II families had an average annual income of $3,068 with an average 
family size of seven. All families ret~ined in this study were classi-
fied as culturally deprived according to the Office of Economic 
Opportunity standards. 
3. The mothers, even though they did not have a high education, 
wanted their children to have at least the same or higher education than 
their own. Seventy-one of the Area I mothers wa.n~~d their sons to 
attend college, but only 47 percent wanted their daughters to attend. 
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In respect to Area II mothers, 81 percent wanted their sons to attend 
college with 85 percent wanting their daugh~ers to attend college. 
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4. There was a definite desire to have a preschool child develop-
ment program in Stillwater for the culturally deprived. Sixty-three 
percent of the Area I mothers indicated approval while 93 percent of 
the Area II mothers approved. 
5. The mothers not only wanted this preschool program, but also 
were willing to assist. Sixty-eight percent of the Area I mothers and 
96 percent of the Area II mothers said they would assist in the program. 
6. A continuous all day program was most desirable with 71 percent 
and 89 percent of the Area I and Area II mothers indicating such. 
7. There were 38 mothers with 73 children in Area I who said they 
desired a preschool child development program; while 27 mothers with 64 
preschool children in Area,II desired such a program. 
Implications 
Across the United States, there are children who need, and parents 
who want their children to have, preschool education. Once the need is 
recognized and the desire established, programs should be developed. 
Cultural deprivation often is not a choice of the individual, but 
a way of life. To assist these people in preparing themselves to 
compete more adequately in the middle-class American. school system, one 
method would be to educate the preschool children to a sufficient degree 
to counter balance their lack of opportunity within the home. By doing 
this, the children would be helped to acquire an education and to 
provide a decent life far themse'lves and their owa children in the 
future. 
There is no better way to eliminate poverty than to educate the 
younger generations. 
Recommendations for Further StudI 
The investigator makes the following recommendations for further 
research related to this study: 
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1. To determine if this questionnaire and manual are useful in 
other communities to determine the need for a preschool child develop~ 
ment center for the culturally deprived. 
2. To evaluate the child development center in terms of responses 
from the participants. 
3. To cqmpare the children who have had this preschool training 
with children who have not had this preschool training. 
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grade school - 1-1, 1-2, 1·3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6. 
junior high school - 2-1, 2-2, 2~3. 
high school - 3-1, 3-2, 3-3. 
college - 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4. 
graduate - 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4. 
technical school - 7-1. 
beauty school - 7-2. 
business school - 7-3. 
other - 7-4. 
Relationship 
(of children) 
son - (1) 
daughter - (2) 
adopted - son - (3) 
adopted - daughter - (4) 
(other than children) 
relatives' boy - (5) 
relatives' girl - (6) 
no relationship - (7) 
mother - (8), father - (9), mother-in-law - (10), .father-in-law 
(11), sibling - (12), sibling-in-law - (13), aunt - (14), 
uncle - (15), other· - specify - (16), no relationship - (17), 
husband - (18), self - (19) 
Health condition 
excellent - (1), good - (2), poor - (3), handicapped -(4), 
permanent disability - (5), temporary disability - (6), 
other - (7) 
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(3) widowed, (4) singlep (5) separ~t®d~ 
( 6) de:Jex:te~" 
7. ( if applic~ble) Whl!lt is yt\)1!11r huaibeimd vs l!ilal1.M'1 
Last First Middle 
9.. Of applicable) ls (was) this your first 
marriage? yes (1) mo (2) not eppliceble (9) 
10.. (if a1ppli~abl@} F..@w winy tim<ee bm~® y@M b~®!lll 
m.m,rried.? not epplie:l!llb>le (9) 
11. How many child:reim h~ve you h!!d by this (e.fildt) 
skilled "' O) 
unskilled ., (?.) 
selfc.empfoy@<ril "' (3) 
h@1!ll@Wif@ "' { 4) 
tdl~ lTu©t W©E'K "' (5) 
13.. Wh!.t hoi!.lllt'S P®lr ©lm:, ©lo )'©U WIOl!Ci'd --"""""'~---,.,.,. 
T(Q)t&l ni\lllDbtel' @f h@IYl1'$ (t~ bf! computecal) -=-=----
(If only one ~1~@@ ~1'.llm.b®~~ ue@ m®1l'® (©) b®f©~® 
number) 







skUJ.e©I ... (].) 
unsldJl.led .. {i) 
16 ~ (if aipplies!t>J.Le) 
8lti11N ... (1) 
Wri1d.11~ .,. (~) 
self•em,l@J'(MI "" {3) 
s@ll.f0 ®~1!.oyed ,.,. (3) 
!fll@rn\@ a ( 4) 
@@®111 m>t woirk a {4) 
11~~-tl;"' ($) 
oot applie&ill>l@ ... (9) 
11. (if applu:.mb:U.@) Wftli&lt MX'IB per «limy cll@@s h@ W'@rk'? 




------=- m\@t ~ppl~aible (@9) (If ool:, ffl we --=- (32,33) 
plsce numbert use a ~ro (0) before the numbe~) 
I 
sk:Lllecll .. (1) 
w11id.lll.@@l ..... (2) 
selfaempl@y@)d s (3) 
\ll!IMll~lt' .., $3, 0 (ll.) 
$4@ ... $54 .... (i) 
$5.5 ... $69 .,, (3) 
~(!I ... (4) 
im@t lil~jp'.il.i@@ltll® .. (~) 
$Ml .., $M ... (41) 
$15 m $~, "' ~~) 
$'.il.@® e l'll)p) "' (16) =----.. 
21. I@ 1@\lll tmb t'&l@ ©!tail:, li'il@W@JPl&f®lt'f y©&J (1) m.@ Ht) 
22. Do ~ lb1&lw® a1 t@l@w:!.$•'l y@~ U) m@ (~i) 
a,tth@lt' .,. ( 1) 
fmtT!iie!e ... {i) 
elmild!u:'®tm "" ( 3) 
•tt~®E' -.'iil fmtlm<!~ ... ( 4) · 
l!lllID~fu@~ ~~~ ~hil@~@m m (5) 
~@t~@tf mm,~ ehildl:r@1ru .,. ( ~) 
tIDJJ.Jl..,. rn 





24. Do you have a radio? yes (1) no (2) 
25. How many books do you tl.JBJ.V'I~ in the home;;? Such 
as -- read list of books fo. question 26. 
1 - 5 - (1) 
6 - 10 - (2) 
11 - 15 - (3) 
16 - 20 - (4) 
26. What types of books are they? 
Bible - religious - (42) 
paperbacks - (43) 
adult - (44) 
21 - 25 - (5) 
26 - 30 - (6) 




circle if yes -
punch (1) 
do not circle 
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children - (45) 
reference - (47) 
fiction - (48) . 
nonfiction - (49) 
other - (50) if no - punch (2) 
text - (4,6) 
27. Are these books read to the children? 
yes (1) no (2) (51) 
28. Do yov1.r childre:r,1 attend a. (1) nursery school, 
(2) play school~ (3) church school, (4) day care 
center, (5) other group programs, (6) or a1.r® 
they cared for by a baby sitter daily? (7) no (52) 
the children by th~ school? y~:sl (1) no (2) 
not applicable (9) (53) 
30. (if applicablei) How much do you spend p~r d,ii,y 
for this perschool service? rwt applicable (9) (54) 
$1 - $2 - (1) $4 - $.5 - (:4,) 
$2 - $3 - (2) 1 child $.5 - $6 - (5) 2 or more 
$3 
-




31. (if applic~ble) How m2ny children are i.1mduded 
in this amount'? 
l 2 3 4 5 6 not applica.bl® - (9) (55) 
32. Where do your children play outside the hoM! 
yard - (1) 
street - (2) 
play ground - (3) 
lot ~ (4) 
other "" (S) 
33. Who looks after the children while they are 
playing? 
adult O (1) older siblinJ .. (4) 
older peer .. (2) sibling the saae age= (5) 
peer the saae age - (3) no one - (6) 
34. Bow auch education do you want your daughter (1) 
to have? not applicable - (9) 
none. - (1) 
below - (2) 
the same as - (3) 
above .. (4) 
college "' (5) 
35,. How much education do ,ov. want your son (s) to 
have? not applicable D (9) 
none - (1) 
below ... (2) 
the same as m (3) 
above "' (4) 
college "' (5) 
I would like to tell you something about this proposed 
preschool progr2m. It is anticipat&tdl that this pro"' 
gram will be opened and closed at the time most 
convenient for the greatest number of famili~s. It 
would provide such services aa; complete &~ult super0 
vision, play sessions» hot lunches 9 snacks $Dd naps. 
36. If such a progt:um were avsilaible, would you prefer 
a split shift program~ h~ving the progrmli opened 
and closed in the morning ~ad r~~ope~ej and 
re-closed in the ~fternoon m (l)» a continuous 






being opened in the mom:f.ng - (3), or· a half 
! 
j 
day program only in the afternoon ... (4) • 
37. (if applicable) (split shift) What time would 
you want this program opened and closed fa the 
morning? not applicable ... (9) 
6:00 ... (1), 7 :00 .. (2), 8:00 .. (3), 9:00 - (4), 
10:00 • (S}, 11:00 ... (6), 12:00 - (7). 
What time would you want this program opened 
and closed in the afternoon? not applicable - (9) 
1:00 ... (1), 2:00 .. (2), 3:00 • (3), 4:00 • (4), 
S:.00 .. (S}, 6:00 .. (6), 7 :00 .. (7). 
38. (if applicable) (all day) What time would you 
want the program opened and closed? not 
applicable ... (9) 
6:00 • (1), 7:00 ... (2), 8:00 ... (3), 9:80 ... (4) 9 
10:00 • (S), 3:00 ... (6) 11 4:00 ... (7), 5:00 ... (8). 
39. ( if applicable) (half day progr&,im :!.n the morning) 
What times would yc,u waDt the program open,~ sad 
closed in the aoming? not applicable .. (9) 
6:00 • (1) 11 1 :00 ° (2) 11 8:00 .., (3) 11 9:()0 "' (4) 11 
10:00 • (S), 11:00 ... (6), 12:00 ... (7), 1:00 ... (8). 
40. (if applicable) (hll~f day program in the afternoon) 
What times would! JOU want the progr• opened and 
closed in the aftenaoon? aot appU.csible .. (9) 
12:00 - (t), 1:eo - (2), 2:00 - (3), 3:oo - (4) 
4:00 • (5), 5:00 • (6), 6:00 • (7), 7:00 • -(8). 
41. Would you be williB& to send your children to 
such a preschool program? yes (1) no (2) 





















•• an assistant or helper in such a proar•T 
Je8 (1) DO (2) 
43. (if applicable) Would your husband be wtlU.ng 
to aasist in such a program? yea (1) no (2) 
not applicable (9) 
44. Do you lmow any other people in this cOll8Ull:Lty 
with preachool children who would be willing 
to aencl their children to such a program! 
yea (1) DO (2) ~· . 
45. Their name lat~----~~----~~..--i..at Pirat lllddle 
46. Their addre1e is? 
---------------------------
47. Tbeir phone nUllber ia'l -----------
Rave none Do not know 
----- ---------
48. Bow uny preacboolera do they have?------
49. Their umee 31n<4J a:,1irc:ldmate ages are? Startin& 
with the JC*D&eat. ........_11 -" _ 11 _ 9 _o 
50. Do either of the parents work? yes (1) no (2) 





All of tld• infomation 18 confidential and v:lU 'be pl•cecl on computer 
cards. 'the name of your faily will in no way be connected with the 
ot&er infonaation. 




WORK TIME SHEET 
Date Interviewer's Bame ----------------
Code #1 NC - no contact; WA - wrong address; R - refused; CA - changed addreH 
Code #2 R - rug;. NR - no rug; AR - area rug; C - curta.:i.n; NC - no curtain; T - toys; NT - no toys; Cl • clean; 
NCl - not clean; F - fenced; NF ·- no fence. · · · 
TIME 
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A. ~! htervil'!e!''II Job 
Interviewing parents is an intere1ting experience especially for a 
person who really likes people. From our experience we bave found tbat 
a person who really likes people can do highly effective interviewing 
when he has a thorough understanding of a few importan~ facts and guid• 
ing principles. The 1:Hatter the intervi~er knows the1e facts and prf.n• 
j; ·..... . . ' ' 
ciples, the easier the job of inteniewt.na and the more accurate and 
uaefufithe facts 11nd figures obtauiid~ . When properly doiae there :Ls 
reii personal satiafaction in interviewing. 
Bach step of a ••ple interview survey is carefully planned to 
provide the most useful information at the least cost~ It is what might 
be caiied a precision job. The interviewer is the most important "link 
in the chain" of a successful interview survey. The better be does his 
jc)i, the .. aore reliable the information obtained and the more useful it 
will be: 
lixcept for alight modification in oner to confona to the objec ... 
tivea 0,f the pre•ent study, th:le section is • verbatia reprodstioll of 
~rtf.on• of."Training Guide for the June 1954 lnumer11tlve a.eearch 
~E'V"l·~ U.S.D.A .... A&ric. Mlrketina Service; Agric. B•t1•t•• Div. m .. 
SJjeclal Statistic& lranc'b, Nay 1954. 
6_c; 
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Interviewing as such has been in use ever since men bepn to talk 
to each other. A conversation carried on with a definite motive in 
mind can be truthfully called an interview. The shopper who questions 
the grocer as to the price of bananas, the doctor who talks to his 
·, 
patient about his illness, are both doing interviewing. 
Interviews vary in purpose and in length according to the motive we 
have when engaging another person in conversation. It may be for the 
purpose of giving infol'lll8tion, motivating or getting the individual to 
cooperate, or gathering facts. If we contact a person for the purpose 
of getting facts concerning himself and his children, our first job is 
that of getting him to cooperate. We must create a desire in that per-
son to tell us about bis educational and vocational plans for his child· 
ren. In creating this desire, it will be necessary for.!!. to give.some 
information. People just do not "tell all" about the information we are 
seeking unless they first know why£!!!, information.!! wanted, !!!2 wants 
it, and how it is to be used. 
- -----~----
B. The Interviewer Himself 
The interviewer must school himself to be an important observer and 
recorder of facts. His job is neither that of an educator or a mission-
ary. Primarily, his job is to listen, understand and record the facts 
the respondent gives him in reply to the question he asks. No matter 
bow much the interviewer might disagree with the views of the respondent, 
it is not his business to try to change the respondent's way of thinkin&. 
Arguments~~ be avoided,!! ~11 costs. If the respondent has opinions 
that be wants to "get off ·liis chest,'' let Id.a talk, look sympathetic,, if 
nGcessa:ry say "Yes, .! rncilerstand how :J!!..U feel/' and then when you get a 
chance, proceed with the interview. Very often the most belligerent and 
argumentative respondent will give the best interview once he has 
''unloaded his opinions" on a sympathetic. , listener. 
The really good interviewer is honest, intelligent, patient, 
observant and has both initiative and ingenuity in meeting all kinds of 
situations. ~ also ,.!! aware .2f his .2!!! prejudices .!!!!!, knows how !2. 
control them. It would be foolish to assume that interviewers have no 
prejudices, just as it would be foolish to assume that any other group 
has none. All of us have such traits to some extent. The important 
thing is to recognize them in ourselves and to guard carefully against 
their entering into our work of objective observation. 
Bear in mind that all selected respondents ..!!! important, regardless 
of personal characteristics, color, creedj or economic status. A respon-
dent may be ignorant and you may naturally be impatient with ignorant 
people; he may be extremely weslth~ and you may have a basic distrust 
for wealth; he may have Holstein cows and you like Jersey cows ---
nonetheless, all respondents are important, and objective uinclerstanding 
and tolerance must be adhered to in an .interview situation. 
We are now ready to consider the .!£!,ya,1 interview situation and the 
poin~s that the interviewer should observe bi successfully handling the 
interview. 
Cc An Interview is a Private Affair 
It is not good policy to interview the husband and/or wife in the 
presence of a group such as their neighbors. E~ch person's privacy must 
be respected. If you ask questions in the presence of others, the 
respondent will put little faith in your stat1111eats that the tnfo~tiora 
he gives will be kept conf idntial. h is lees likely to 1lve actual 
facts. Though tlae -ideal inteniew aib.lation is pretty much restriC't@cl 
to tbe lmsban«i aad wife, the presence of other Mllbera of h:la fally u 
aot to be taken as preventing an intent•. 
I .. Putti.n3 the Respoadleat at laee 
The l>eat wa1 to put the reit.pondlat aat uee is to act and feel at 
ease yourself. kt mtlllll'&Dl and mate your G11B reurb conwer1u1~io!aal. 
If possible,. ootice wut tht1 reapon<dlent is doing, or some iatereat:1.Dg 
feature of his home, a new ;arage, a particular brand of grass, excel• 
lent view, n unusually large flock of cld.ckeaa -- soaethiq he can 
rightly take pride in. These are all good topics for opening coaveraa"' 
tioQs. We all.Im.aw, of course, tha.t the ·subject of weather us for 
years served as a useful!. topic for CCJ1111Mnt 111 getting acquiated. 
The more thorou.ghly ,ot111 know the purpose of tu a111rvey 9 the 
interview eclled11le ali91 the tnstnct:Lns ll the sore sure you will be of 
yourself in aeetina tu .. 1r~sp@im~ent. It is impcHibJl.e. fe:11r the interviewer 
to feel at ease or to luiv@ ainy ~onfuilnce :m his work or h:hue:11.f aleas 
he thoroughly knows whit it 18 a'bout. flae iatenl•ar 1mat really 
believe.-. in ln-1~ 1t1it.,&'t 11 mim@l h@ tei\m:m@t believei st1COBgly :lla it unless M 
thoroughly underSJta\Mil hie j@bi. Studly the :ll.!mstmcU.01111 and ~ ~"" 
ground material carefully l>efore Jitt-,ti!y !! iaterv:lftl. Have tu 
primary purpose of the survey9 the over0 all objeictives 9 as well as the 
specific quest:toae II well ta amd blefore att•pt:mg the first mterd.•. 
If this is cllone, ou w:llJI. h111 at eci1H1 ai!IIGB master of th, situation. Oae 
is ping to be asbd ,uest:lcime al>iout tu survey. · It is only w'b.en ·qime 
and maintain tke atmosph~~e ~e~ess~ry f~r ~ good interviewo 
. Nost people are !llilt~rally frien~ly and helpful anG will be wili:Lng 
to talk about their chi.l~ren' s goals o When turning in at the &.$te & or 
bocking at the door, lt'em.ember that~ en-1111111 j!, .! friendly .2!!,, .£!!!! 
g .se !! !! iaterestm& S! £!!.parent.!!~.!!.!! the f!.terviewer. Tile 
majority of parent$ enjoy vi~itors and will be glad to talk about their 
children'e futuree. Records of past surve:,a ah.ow th.st very few people 
refuse tc answer .survey questions. Moreover, when people are asked at 
the end of an intervifil how they fesl about being interviewed l) most of 
thea express a f~v@rable ~ttitude a~d many of tbemi a~k the interviewers 
to come again. 
., 
stances. fie~efore» ).,aare 2! beecmmg ov®l'"'iiol<dl ~!!I~ method .2! 
approaclll j! El$t&blith:J.m&.1 .! yientQJlly rell.~tiemullh:lp. '1. .,~@«ll gener$ll is 
always alert to chll,1iml1 conditi~llll$ ~~~ v~~i@~ hi~ ~t~ategy ~~@crdingly 
in reil~hhg his obj<tl~U.v®.. S@ muet the 1.tmteniner vary his methodh1 in 
cooperation. 
Tlh-.~ wo~:inl ~f thti introtdlucti~llll &ilhcultdl be dlllv~lcp!idl tc fit the 
particular ilulividu~lity @f the inte~iewer ~llll~ tluit @f tb<e ~e~~~e~t. 
It should b~. ~nei thait mkeli!l h:iimm fe®l i!t ~iill!l® ®m@J lesicd!a1 Glirectll.:, into the 
an :iatrodlucti@111. 
l. Identify yourilelf by name aG! ais a represeratative of the 
.. 
org.s11wtion :,ou .mre working with. 
2. Explain 'briefly the purpose of. the survey. 
3. lxpl&:la briefly how the part1c,111r r~_spondent was choeea. 
4. Aeeure h:la tbilt the mfof,'Utia given will be held strictly 
conf:f..cllat:Lal .wnd WJ:lll not be 11selli to his disadvantage in aiiay 
way whatsoever. 
A good mtr@duction gives the parent 11om.e idea of why this 
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information i:ll waated ad needed. Parts of tu explanation may ueecl to 
be repeated later since lae uy be woade:du,.g how· you happened to ccme to 
"him or he may be trying to size you up. Be uy not get everything tllat 
ua:::blSlen said in tu intrcciucticn, and it may be neees11ary to .-ke fur= 
ther explanations as the interview progrese®!i. It u important, however, 
l9, give £1!! p.srel!llt .!! clear.!! eqlautioa .!! J!!ililible before B,eguning 
the schedule. If he u coDvmced in a generail way that the survey bl 
schedule. lf hei is not iecllllvinceidl, he llWllY spn<dl mmch of tl'ae ~~ «l!;;miz ... 
zing the inteni•er au through the ~onwiraat~. 
there ilre two rul!llnl!l1 why every reepcndlent sko111ldl be toll.ldl .hmt, he 
was chosen. Firgiit, hti wU.l De curio~s about it sim it iii af~l@~dl Uea 
' 
on the surve7 q~estions. Second, it is import~nt fer him to realize 
that he is net beiag ~becked on bec,ul!ll@ of taxel!ll or anything like tha!to 
He shoul~ Ulllcll11rsuu tut h \lf/a_l!ll c!ace@D pur®ly 'by cihilimce. 
It is also :l.mpi@rt~nt for et&ch pare!!t t@ feel certain t~t tfle 
inforut:f.cm asked for n the l!l1U\ney ie c~nf:ullatbl anal will not lie ueelll 
interview surveym ov@,r a perioid of"ye1&Ts ms bee only about one or two 
in a hundred families refuae .to cooperstei. 'l'ut means tut m uny 
2chool coammit.i®s tlnre W@ili'f!'DC reifuealilo If refusals c-.e often, 
to improve this part of his work. 
I to let him "get it o,mt ct bbl siyetem" and listen sym.psthsitic.mlly, but do 
not argutt with hmi.. Th~ mim@t® the1 ~t1trni•er arpeis or ccntrawllicts 
anything the respon4i!ent SJl!lysi ~ th® intieffiew j! l!ll · ly the tis@ tht!l 
respondent ~kee ® fffl&' v~ry ~tr~~, $t~t~ilm.t$ ~~d th® :llDt~rview®r li~te~$ 
some thimg in th~.~ @f ,~~ti~~l$r i».t~lt'~St ~hicb this pl!lre~t obvicualy 
ie doing bEt~t.~r tmin i!V~E'<ilie ~Ul help. 
,, 
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A little praise about S011etbia& a person is cloilll1 •11 or takes mch 
pride in .ca meaa mach. Ve all like reco&DitiOlll of • Job well dOlle. It 
·ia up to the. f.Dteniewer ~ Mb the·aoat out of it tltat he poaaibly ca. 
len•ber tbat the fiul results of t'lae· euney ca be 110 better than the• 
information tile pareat reports am.the interviewer record• on the 
schedule. 
The guestioua. a11oulcl !?! ••keel!! they.!!'! worded_ :ta the acheclule 
becaue the aame 1,ueatiou are being aske4all o•er. the COIIIIIUDity. lt 
is illportant tbat tile people aewering th• 1111deratand thea the same way. 
It is well Jmowa that even a alipt claanae in the wording of a queation 
will cause a cbange in anawers. If an iat-.rvi•er says, "You don't ·do 
exchange -work, do you?" lie will laave •re people aaaering "no" than if 
.. 
he ·asks, "Do you do aay excunge work?" A dev~tion from· the wodiag of 
the questions to the extent of eugaeatuag tile answer or putting the 
anewer in the reaponc.ient'a Muth is a uior ·offeue.-. SUcla a naethod of 
.. 
asking the questiou can uavaU.clate the survey results as aach as any 
other technique t~ interviewer useso 
B. Temiutin& tb.e Intervi• 
". 
Wilen the interview is f inishecl the 1:eapondent ehol\ld be tbanka4 · for 
his belp. It is :Important to leave a good impresaicmo. If the interview 
took longeJ;" than the interviewer aa id it would • 'be sure to tuak the 
respondent for the extra t.- 'by·sayillli, "I'm sorry it took lODger tbaa 
I said, but you ba4l a lot of hforution to g:lve mao" llention ••in 1aow 
. ' .. , 
it bappe~d he W88 CllllecJ OD, or CODaeDt OD the,'.purpose and 11$8 Of tile 
surveyo Tbis may be helpful m causing him to feel that the time he bas 
given has bem very worth wllileo Be em realize this mucll better after. 
seeing what the sv.ney coverz.am how usehl it ca be to uve all tide 
information from the same parato 
1 o Cuckiy the Schedule 
A detailed e:xplaution of any unuNl aaewer should be •de OD the 
scheduleo In tl:ae course of the eODVenation with the respondent many 
ac1lclitional CClllll!llfttS COM out for which 1110 place is pwvidled 011 tile 
schedule. RemeDlber that the analyst cen work with cmly wat tlw inter .. 
viewer turns in. 1:xplanatory notes on the completed schedule should 
explain any apparat i.Mecuracies or :blcoasisteacies. Suell notes are 
., 
extremely helpful ia analyzing the results. failure to write in ••ch 
notes increases the job of reviwing allMI interpreting ~he schedlules :La 
the State Office an.ii r4!icp.,m:i:ree a -j1ll(dlpent dlec1.~,ioo which my be II l!Nrce 
of possible error in the rer.11lt,11. llfnd®lt' the presa11.ur:e to comp].ate 81 sunrm 
vey some interviewers uy 'b~cOM very lax in che@ld.ng over ea~h ecu~~ll.e 
Q 
while the interview is flt\ui!i m their m.:tndlsi o Tlh\18 part cf tke job nmst 
not be overlooked. 
Pill' 11.o PIIP.AIATIOIS l'Oll lflllBG TSE SURffl ·. 
Com.pletioa of tlae following 11teps, before •tarting the illt•rvi•, 
will help to accomplish tile surveywita a ainilluaa amount -of tiae ancl 
effort. 
1. Identification Cards 
· (a) After the families have been selected, a 3 z S card such as tile 
ou shon in Figure 1, sh•ld be ude for each faily to be 
interviewed. 
(b) A map of the area sJaould be obtained for uee with the cards 
(see next step) • 
(c) The identification cards should be arranged in alphabetical 
order according to stre~t addresa. i.e.• a family living OD 
Ara.ore Avenue WC>iild come before a fa:Lly U.vma oa Blsckwell 
· load, and a family living at 201 .Arclm.ore Avenue would come 
·, 
before a family living at 591 Archlore Aveaue. 
(d) After the cards have been arranged, tb.e locations ca111 be 
pinc&?po:latecl cm tbe up and the i.ate"iewa made wit1a the least 
amMUlt of dr:lvin1 t:bae. 
2. Work Time Sl!.eets · 
(a) :·x..ecU.ately b•fore deparf,inl for a day's ialtervining, the 
following entries· mat b• ·made: 
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Ch:1.14 '• Bame 
Address 
Occupation of Pdmary Wage Baraer 
I 
l'ipre 1 o lnten:Lwee Cilrdl 
(1) Date 
(2) Contact !lumber-:~ 
(3) Interviewe:r I s Name 
(4) Subject's Name and Address 
( 5) Depart. ure 'I'ime -
(6) Starting Mileage 
J. Immediately Before Ent,ering the Subject's Home 
(a) Check personal appearance. 
(b) Be sure to know names of subject• s children. 
(This is important) 
*i.e., First interiiew - 1, second interview - 2, etc. 
PART III. COMPLETION OF IDRK TIME SHEETS 
For discussion purposes, let's say the first family was not home. 
The interviewer comes back to the car am writes the time out and the 
total time elapsed in the appropriate column. Then the time out or this 
address is placed in the time in or the next address. The code 1 is 
filled in as "NCtt or no contact. 
Let•,s assume that the people were home and refused to grant the 
interview. After re-stating the purpose of the interview and the inter-
view was still not granted, the interviewer would return to the car and 
make note of the reasons for refusal of the :interview in the conunent 
column. An 11 R11 would be placed in the code :J. column. 
Let• s make two other assumptions: suppose someone was contacted 
but this was not the right a.ddress. A "WA'' or wrong address would be 
placed in the code 1 column. However, if the people residing at this 
address do know the address of the sought after family, the new address 
will be· placed on the identification card and a "0A11 or change of address 
will be placed in the code l· column. 
If the interview is made, the interviewer will place the time out 
in the proper column. He will then complete the code 2 column placing 
the proper letter in the column with respect to the rugs, curtains, toys, 
cleanliness, and fencing. If there are any other comments to be made, 
they are placed in the comment column. 
At the end of the day, all columns on the work time sheet are 
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totaled. The emina mileage is entered in tlae itea •rkecl "e11d 11 " ad 
this mmber subtracted fraa the "start." it•.- !be coat is fipn\f at the 
prescril,ed ..,..t per_ aile aacl eaterecl ill the item arkecl "co,t." 
All questiomaaires aheuld be reviewed to correct ay errors•• the 
cans ne-4 to be_placed in their respective orders. 
It is iaportant tbat each question be :,:ecerclecl accurately. 
PART IV. AN ANALYSIS OF TBE INTERVIEW 
As the interviewer reads this section of the manual, it should be 
understood that it will be involved and will require intense concentra-
tion. To understand this with the greatest of east, place the Inter-
viewer Schedule to the right of the manual and study each question as 
it is presented. 
QUESTION 1: There will be no problem obtaining the subject's name. 
However, note that the last name is first and the first 
name is second with the middle name last. It is impor-
tant that the name is spelled correctly. 
QUESTION 2: The birthdate is assumed to be a touchy question; howeve~, 
this has not been the case. When the birthda.te is given, 
the day is pl.aced before the month. The mo.nth is to be 
written and not indicated as a number. The year is some-
times not gi~en. If this is the case, the interviewer 
says, 1119 wh&t?''' The respondent will u,eually respond with 
the appropriate year. The last two digits of the birth-
date are placed in the code area. For example, if the 
year is 1942, the 42 will be placed in the code area. 
QUESTION 3: The address is assumed to be correct, but one needs to 
make sure. 
QUES?ION 4: If the respondent can be reached by phone, a one (1) is 
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placed :.lm code are!! 9 aacl tile phoae number is asked for. 
If tm aswer is no. a two (2) 1• placecl iD code areil 9. 
QUBSTIOB 5: (B.efer to Figure 2) Tb.is 1a ~e of the most mvolvecl and 
illlportant iueaticma :la tlae whole interview. The nae and 
age of tlt.e youngest member of the faily will be placecl on 
line zerc,mthree (Q ... 3). The age, if not a two digit n'Ullber, 
is to be entered as a zero di.git amber, i.e., if a child· 
were three years of age, the age code would 'be zero ... three 
(0":'3) • After the um.es and ages of the children and other 
' 
members of the· faily, with the exception of the mother au 
fa~her, have bee detemiaed, tlae mother's and father's 
' 
U1118 au age will appear ill the zero0 one (0° l) au ·• aero• 
two (() .. 2) areas respectively. All of tbe ages will ·l»e 
rouaded to the uanet year. 
fte ,grade coclle, as well as the relaiU.onsb.ip co4e and 
laultla tonditioa code, will be found on the following page. 
Ccmsiclerilllg the grade code first, if the child bas not 
started school, the codle will l>e zero ... zero (O .. Q). If, 
bovever, ta person us started sehool, tile appropriate 
grade code will be place• in the preacr~edl 11n111, i.e., 
if tile person ••re ia the\niath grade, a two,q.tlane (2 ... 3) 
would l>e entered ~!the grade areaa 
It is tmpo-rtant that t11e precise relat:lonslriip ef all 
faily aaaber• ·to the· aubject be obtaiil!led. Same of the 
. .,·1 
subjects will 111.ot ••Y tut tlleir chilalnn. 11re adopted a 
ft:L• ilutmctioa cloes need to be made. Ben apm, :1f t'be 
11sunrer :La a s:bagle cll:l.git D'UIIUflr, it will be entered as .a 
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So ao Wbat are tlae ..-11 a apa of all the ~ple liviq llenoT 
l.et • s start with th.a younaeat. 
b. Wbat :I.a tile hi.peat ara'4e in Hbool eacJa •• c0ilpl4'ted'l. 
c. llcllf :I.a. each _.er related to :,euT 
d. What is tlle. uaith condition •f each ... r, 
' t 
Code Cocle Code Code 
Ap Grade Be lat BC (5,6) (8,9) (11,12) (14,15) (17) 
01 ll Je--:l!e~: ::.i (.;.ll.. ,l:J_ .. ~ -...L 
' 
02 P·:Df!!P· , . ...1§..., li.. -IL -1.. 
-03 lob,. ... . . . . . ·:· l .... . '1 
..!L 00 01 J.. 
- -· 
' 
04 J~pice 1• _IL ..,JllL _gl_ 
-L 
es ________________ ,._ ______ _ 
- - - -
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--~--------------_... ____ _ 
- -
---,-
0 .; • 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
(, ·. 
0-
uro di&it nner9 i .e ., the person 1a the daughter of tbe 
subject, the relatiolUlhip coda wotald ,'be atered •• a aero-
two (Oc-2) • ly couluting the nlatiouhip code for other 
t~n cbildren, ORe notic_ea that there u a mother (8) nd 
a father (9) • 'J!'hia does uot Mall the respondent and her 
husband, but aeana the respondent'• mother and father, or 
iil other wonls» tb.e children'• aradparnta Oil tile mother'• 
aide. If one . -loob further, he will notice there ia a 
huafnd (18) and a aelt (19) code. These will go in area• 
zero..,,two (0.,.2) an zero-oue (Ocol) re1pectively. 
'!he health cORditto~ needs to be accura.te. The 
reapond,nt usually gives an8Wera of good when there u a 
., I 
tumber of the fmaily in other than good condition, e.g., 
a respondent gave au answer of good when a~tu.9lly her hua-
, 
band was permanently disabled because of a back condition. 
QUESTIOB 6: The marital statue of the respondlent will be iiven ·without 
hesitation. 
QUBSTIOI 7: If there is no huebancl in th.9 home, which will be 
detei:m.ined by queetione Sand 6, all other questione 'per= 
taining to the huebaud need sot be aaked. Those ~ueationa 
are: 7, 8, 16, 17, 18, and 41. If the husband ia present, 
his name is 'filled in the apace provided. Hake sure his 
name is epelled corr~c~y. 
QUBSTIOI 8: If there u no hubaad in the laoM, 11 zero=n~e (0<>9) ia 
placed ill the code area. If there ia a husband in tbe 
home, his 1:,irtWsta ia 11sked 11nd the ll1st two digits of 
the birthyear are placed in the code ares, e.g., if the 
code llnallo 
QUBfflOR 9: . If tu n..-clnt' a blls~acl bals been killed. tbey an 
clivorced, or other •:d.tal ~oiulit~s praqil other than 
the f irat marriage, t1-e questioa i,ill be .••kfd aa, "•• . 
tllis your first marr:uige?'' Ot ... niee th:La question will 
be reatl as, "ls this your fint marriage?" If.the reapon-
dnt is siagle, which :Le possible• a nine (9) will be 
place«II in. the c<Hle ·~ o If the nil\pon11e :La "yea-• or "ao·1 " 
a oae (1) or two (2) will be placed ua the code area reapec• 
tivel:,. 
QUBSTIOB 10: Ben api!a 9 if the reepon4ent bas aot\~een •r1:tect, a a:Lae 
(9) will be pll.elced :tn tu code· area • If the napo!Miat 
I 
!US 1,gm mnied oae t:bM, i(iliilo 9 if tb_e n11pondia11t reapoa4s 
positively to, "le er was tit.ill! your first urri&get11 a· one 
(1) will 1H1r_:j:l1i1ee«ll in t~e code an11 of question 18L ~ther.-.-
.1 . 
w:tae, the number of unilmp11 wiJLl be plac<tJd :la tu aru. 
QUBSTIO!I 11; '1'ha nabein ~~ tfmroyp' fiv® repnaat t!ae n~er ef 
•rrillges aa · IIO'I' tu a~er of childlnn. If tla:1.s is a 
first urria1e im4fl the ire(ip@lU!at MAI ·wo chilcdlra by this 
urrtllp, 1.1 ~ero=tw@ (O<a,2) will be pl11iee<lll m tu number 1 
anil, 111Ml 11 Hit'e=ze!.'o (1-..,1) will be pl.ai@ed in the tn 
(l) 02 (2) :.1!_ (3):.," ~ (4). 00 (S) ...!!L 
os~16) 01 ,1a~ o,9:to> cR:22> <~3,24) 
Tak:m1 aotlwr c&seil if tke i'~J!)Ol!Mllmt u11 b®~urriecll 
two tmil, ms nae ch:llilfn 'by ~ f irmt ~Illa tkree c!IU.cJl~en 
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number l ax®a ~nd a z~ro-three (0-3) will be placed in the 
(1) 00 
. (15~ 16) 
(2) 03 
(17, i8) 






and has children by each marriage, the figure would appear 
as followis: i..~ .. , th.er.re were th.re~ children by the first 











When£ d~&th of a child ba.s occurred in th~ family for any 
mother had or h®.:51 wUl b~ three and not two. Howev~r:t when 
tha occupation is oth~r than housewife, writ® her occupa-
8.5 
ne•d to determine the approximate number of ·hours the wife 
1a working in the ha.I, e oa,:' she a tart• to work at • .,,. 
asad fiauhea at •ix ill tu evning, a sevn=•iz (7 ... 6) w~l 
be placed bl the 11re11 provWM, ad tlle total IIUllber of 
hour• vo1'lking will be placed in tbe area providetl. In 
this euaple, it would be eleven ( 11) • If, however, it 
is a single digit n111Uer» a aero dilit nuaber 9 a aero 
.,, 
digit!) i.e., (0.,.3), will be placed in the code area •. 
. QUl~OM 14: The length of tme the job has ben held will b11 rounded 
off. 'to tJti.oo llHl<l!lnst year. If thia is a single digit number, 
. . ~-
a zero digit, i .e., (0=3), will be placed in the code area. 
If, llollHilV8X' 9 it is a two digit nu.ber 9 tut number will be 
placed in the code •r~a. 
QUIS'.rlOII 15 : When determining whit other . jobs hilvti 'been held 9 one needs 
only to go back five year s . lf jobs ~ve b~(fllll h•ld 9 that 
ained n.iu! placed in the eode ilrfl~. 
QUBSTIOB 16: If tbi~ 1~~stio~ is net appl~~ble , ~ ui!Ae (9) is pl~~~d 
written in the sreia provid9d .~d the appropr~te cod• 1• 
written' ·in the eodle .-reih 
be pl!!ced isl the code arN. Wba dletemin:1.ng the hou11 
worke4j the beguan:ln.g and emdiug b.oura are pl~ced ia th~ 
\ 
in tlMt code arei• . If tut number is a two di.lit n11!11ber, 
it will be placed ia tbe code area o 
QUISTIOI 18: !'be Joi>• held by the ••baind, will ate 'back five yeara. 
If otber jobs have ben held w:lthm thi• length of t:lae, 
the epecific job i• written illl thee~•• and the appropriate 
code is placed in tbe code area. 
QVBSUOII 19: The faily incOM is deteraiaed, ad the appropriate code 
naaber will be placed ill the code area. If tbe anawer 1a 
$100.00 or more a w~ttk, the euct a.omit of the weekly 
earnings will be placed 1a the area provided, and the 
appropriate code will be placed ill the code aru. 
QUISUOII 20: Place the appropriate code number_' in the code colU111D. 
QUISTIOII 21: S-.e as q1taes'ti~ 20. 
QVE~;OII 22: Sam.e ais questiOl!l 20. 
QUBSTIOII 23: .Saia tis queetioxa 20. 
QUBSTIOI 24: Same &a q.uestion io . 
QUBSTIOII 25: The ri.Hpontdlent •ill usually r~epcmd "7ith il 9 vtWell, I don't 
QVISflOB 28: <>De neeile to ab t1:eruin tut the ilintervi••• iB ••re 
) 
tbat thei cbild ~rtici~tes in tu progr1111 lll.A.ll'f. Tb.a 
.tpproprialt@ uuaibe,r u th• puced m tu . cede a:r:M. 







in the code ar~. Othe~is®, th~ &ppr@priate code~ on@ (1) 
or two (2)~ i~ plac~d in th® pr~vid®d cod~ ar~ao 
Same ~s ~~®$tio~ 19. 
Sam~&$ qu®8tioTu 29. 
Same a® ~uestion 20. 
Same &s q~®stion 29. 
If thb qu®®tion b not applfcabl~, pla.c~ a nine (9) in 
the are~ provid~d. If it doee apply, pl&ce the appropriate 
a~sw~r in the cod~ area. 
QUESTION 35: Sam® as question 34. 
QUESTION 36: If the respond~ttt w.ints a split progr"-m, place a one (1) 
in the code ar~~. If a continuous all <W.y program is 
wanted~ a.. two (2) is plac~d in the ©ode &l'1lM!.o v/h(!ln ci. 
half-day progr&n h w~r1.t®d, th@ r@~pc»lll$® w::Ul d@pe!lld upon 
whether thie r~sporlid@rmt W<!.11.nts a 'hAlf-dai.y prog:r&m in th~ 
m.ornb.g or & h&lf-d&y prog:r~ itt th® &ft®rnoon.. D~piending 
upolil which i@ W<il:,mt@ds ®. tb.r~® (3) or four (4) r<e$p~ctively 
will te pb.e@& imt th® e@d\l!l ~r~a .. 
QUESTION 37: If th~ reispoi!ic.d@iffit t@plieis wit:h ~5!!!. !&Ill~!:' of •nti1titg ~ 
split-$hift progr&~, th~ ~pp:rop:ri&t~ cod~ numb~:r$ ~r~ 
pl.t.c®d b1 the c.od® 1&r®,~ for the opei,minig &!l!.d cfo!l!ing 
®hifts of th® mor.i.i\b1.g i&!l\d th~ opierJl'.ing &n.d. do®ing shif U 
for the &ft~rnoom. 
QUESTION 38 g If th~ r@®pond@nt wa.ttt®d a cont.i,m1ous &11 d&y pr©Jg1:·~m, the 
appropriate cod~ ~~®W~r~ ar~ pl&c®d in th~ code area~ If 
th~ re$pondent \~,:fil-nt~d the l!!lplit-shift pt'ogr.run, thi@ qut!ls-
tion would not b® appli~able ~nd tti~a$ (9) would be placed 
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in the code are~. 
QUESTION 39: If the respottdent w&nts a half day program in the morning 
the times for opening and closing the program will be 
placed in the appropriate cQde area. If the respondent 
wants any other type of program, a nine (9) will be 
placed in the code are~s. 
QUESTION 40: If the respondent wants a half day program in the after-
noon, the times for opening and closing the program will 
be placed in the appropriate code area. If the respondent 
wants any oth~r type of program a nine (9) will be placed 
in the code areas. 
QUESTION 41: Same as quest on 20. 
QUESTION 42: Same ~s qu~etion 20. 
QUESTION 43: Same as question 29. 
QUESTION 44: If the answer is "yes," prcceed with questions 43 through 
48. If the answerr i.s "no," discontinue the inter'O'iew. 
QUESTION 45: Place the M.m~s of other. interviewees in the a.re.a provided 
and make sm·e the ri.afflE)S a.r~ spelled properly. 
QUESTION 46: Place th~ address in the area provided. 
QUESTION 47: Place the phone numb~r in the area provided or check one 
of the other alternatives. 
QUESTION 48: Place the rrcraiber of preschoolers in the family in the area 
provided. 
QUESTION 49: Plac~ the n2m1es and ages of each pr~schooler in the area 
provided. 
QUESTION 50: If the answi!!r is "ye,s, 11 che k the ~ppropri~te ar~<i.. If 
the answer is "no, 11 discontinue the in.tervi~w. 
The importance of placing the proper code numbers in the proper 
code area cannot be overly emphasizedo If these code numbers are not 
properly placed, or properly interpreted, the data for determining 
the need for such a preschool program is useless. 
One will notice that there are either one or two column numbers 
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by each code area. If there is 02ly one number in the column area, 
there is to be only one number in the code area; if however, there are 
two numbers in the column area, there bas to be two numbers in the code 
area. This is the reason for the zero digit numbers. 
PART V" A TYPICAL mTERVlEW 
This will be a typical interview of a family with a husband, wife, 
son, and daughter with the appropriate code number in parenthesis! 
INTmi!.VIEWER ~ Mrs ' Jonef:b 'l 
RESPONDENT: Yes. 
IHTERVIEWER: I am John Doe with Oklahoma State University, We are 
conducting a survey to determine the need for a preschool 
chHd development center for the community. We understt1ncll 
y~\lJ\ h~JV® twc» ~ir~scho©ler~ n.a!med Bob ~nd Jainice, Niay l aiBk 
you a few questions about your family? 
USPONDENT: Yes , won I t you come in? 
(Enter the house and be seated). 
INTERVIEWER: As I am asking these questions, if you h~ve any questio~s, 
please stop me. I will be glad to explain them to you. 
These questions I will ask will be strictly confide~tial 
and the answers you give will be known only to you sind me. 
The answers will be ,coded as you give them. These c@deidl 
answers will be put on computer cards. There will be no 
n..'Jaes, plblQni!ll number$ or ~~dresses connected with ·the~® 
cards. What we are going to establish is a typical family 
of this community, (You will ~ee, as the interview pro~ 
ceeds, what this family will be made of) , Y«:mr :ftllU name't 
IBSPODDT: Hrs. Jennifer Sue Jones. 
D'rlDDWBI.: Is J-1-a .. B .. 1 ... p ... 1 .. 1, . s-g...1 . J-0-111-1-s tile correct way -to 
spell your .... ., 
BES!OIDlft: Yea. 
llfflllVDWBll: Your birthdate iaT 
BBSPORDEB'l·: July 17 • 
IITBB.VIIWlll: 19 ... -
BBSPOIIDBll't: 42. ( 42) 
IITBI.VIIWBR: fld.e is 1003 Stephea loaclT 
BBS,OOBll'l: 'Ye&p that's riahto 
DTllllVIEWBI.: Do you have·a phone! 
BBSPODIIT: Yes. (1) 
D'J.'BRVIIWlli: Wut is that num'ber? 
. ' 1 . 
IBSPOIDEl'r: lt09 ... 8677. 1· 
DTERVIJfml.: Wllat" are the uaea and aae• of ALL of the peopl• liviag 
he'l:'eT Let's start with the yoa.pst. 
~.S1'1J>Bl'l': Bob ... Jae I s 3. (03) · 
.Janice - she• s S. (OS) 
Ciarlea ... he's 26. (Z6) 
Ad ae .. I'• 23. (23) 
lfflRVDWBi: ftat is tlle 'b.i1hest ar••• :la·ullool ucll bas coiapleted1 
. ·:s. 
lob alMI Juice UVell It start••. .. 1111Cll e4uat:l.cm dicl . 
Curles. baveT 
' 
IBSPOIDDT: Re went tlaroup_ the tatll. (3'»1) 
DITB~R; And ,ourself?. 
IISPOIDDT: I f:la:Lu.ed tu .n:lath. (2 ... 3) 
l 
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DTD.VIBWI&: Bow is each _.er of tlae f•ilY related to youT Your eon 
ad dnp.ter'l 
IBSPOIDBRT: Yea. (son .. 0 ... 1) (dauptei- - 0-2) · 
Dl!IRVIBWBI.: Cmrlea'l 
BBSIOWJ>DT: Be'• my lmahand o (18) 
. Ilft'.IDJBWBI.: What is the health coaditicnl of each _.er'l 
IBSPCIIDIIT: Good, 1 peas o (A 2 la placed ia uch apace) 
D'l'II.VIBWBll: Wlaicll of the fellowing a1tuatiou beat 4eacribes your 
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situation? An you .... •rried, divorced, wiclciwecl,single, 
separated, or cleeertecl'l 
IESPOIIDllff.: I'• MrriM.. (1) 
DTBB.VIBVBI.: What is your maa'bacl's name!· 
Q$PODBn: Charles Tllous Ju.ea. 
DTBav:dm.1.i, Bis ltirtlldate is'l 
IIS!OIIDr: .January 5 8 19480 (40) 
DTBllnBWII.: Is tld.11 your first •rriap'l 
IESPODD'r: Yes o (1) 
Dnl.VIBWII.: Bow Uliy tiaes uve ~J~een •rrW'l · 
·i 
IBSPOIDDT: ~e. (1) 
DTBI.VDWU.: ~ a11:, childrn have yoa ucl by tllis marriage? 
IBSPODDT:> Twoo (AB 02 ia tile 11111Wer 1 area, with OG in a-1,erl " 
2' 3' 4' ... 5) 0 
DTE~I.: Your occ:11,ation is'l 
IISPODBIT: llous•ife and secretary. (1) 
DTIDIIWIR.s What hours per day de yo-. work! 
IISPODlft: Bight to five. (Q ... 8) 
:1 
Dl'l'l&VDWD.:' Bow·ll.11m1 have .JR uld.this job to tile liureat yur'l 
BIS~: Well,. let. 1 s · ••• • • • 5~ years. (0•6) . 
DU.RVDWD.: Wbat ot:ller jab11 have JOlll lleWT 
IISPOIDDt: llolle. ( 4) 
DmvD'WIJh Yoar husbalcl's occapatioa :1.a'l 
·IBSPmllBl'lg ~k dr:l.vero (3) 
DTBIIDD.lh Wlllst botitts per day••• Charle• work? 
IIS!ODBll'l:: Eipt to five; UW1lly. (Oc=,1) .· 
:ur.runBWII.: Wut other Jobs •• · lui llsJclT 
IBSPOIIDlft':: •oae lately. (0=4) . 
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llft'IDliWll: tnuit u yeur fm:1.ly •- per week before 4echacttouT 
fllu u 11a •ppro:l:iute value ·.tllat will fit tato a class.;;· 
if:l.c11tift., !ha tb.e .clasa:l.f:tat:lon llllllber w:1.11 be pat • · 
tile cad. 
IISPOIDIIT g Well. 11 list••. see o • o Ile ubs $251 .. eo per moatb, · acl 1 mke 
$100.11., Tut--· $358000. 
DTBllVIIWBI.:. . Tian the · fatly ukes •••t $87 .08 ·par week. 
IIS!OIBDT g That HGil• about r:l;pt. ·· (S) 
DrrEUIIWII.: Are youa a aociill eecarity or ,ulal:1.c aeahtace'l: We kaw 
you are p11y:1$1 into them, but are you ·drniag from th•T 
(A ·person wko is on p11blic asaiat11111Ce will· 11-.U.y not 
give II tn'*:'ful ll!HW<ill" NCIIU&e of tu atillll ·iavelved. 
'fllere~on, ~- eocilal sacur:1.ty :Ls .114de4 ··to eliad.ute, to 
aOlllJS eztat, tine ilavolvMIMlt of thequest:Loa. 
USPODl'IT & Ro.. (2) · 
Dr.mmlWR:: h · ~ . u~ tin daily Ul(fapape,r'l 
IBS!Olllft: llo. (2) . 
DDD'lffll.: Do JR we a t,lwhioa'l 
IISPODIB& -r,a o (l) 
DITIDIDD.::. Who detammes wbat. :Ls watched OD the 'lo Vo 'l 
liSPOIDD'tg -,, m1&1band and l·u•lly pick·what la beat for.the 
children to watch. · (4) _'.-
. '' 
DDIYIBWllb Do ycm ave a raid:Lo'l 
DS!ODi-.t: Yea o (1) 
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DTIB.VIIWIB.g. Bow •imy boob do you have in the home? For eumple, a 
Bible or religious books, pa~rbacks, adult beoke; ch~ld ... 
reia's boob, test or reference boqb; fiction and 11cm-
IBS!ORBDT& Well, of ccmrse, we've got the· Bible, the kids ave 
h&G!reds of cb.ildlren's \coke, we bave a few tuts fr• 
high schoolo Let's see, tllat's about allo 
. ' ' 
DTBB.VDWElh . ean you give • an app~:a:iiv.mte iuumber'l 
.SPODDT: Well 9 about: t1d.rtyo (6) 
~VDWII.: . What types cf 'b@oke are tl\ey? 
RESPODEl'l': Bible, childrn°s boob 11 am! text 1,ooks. 
((eircle Jl., 4, i!lM 5) 
DTBll'fllWII.: Are thes~ boob read t~ t:u ~lllildlren? 
BESPODDT: . 'fers .,. tuy have them INIDC!riz~. (1) 
Ilft'EllVIEWEl: . l><0 ,.01mr cb.ilcahen 11tten<i a lll'lll!reery school II pla7' scllool, 
clmrch SlCkool, l\11,11:, care enter, otlner group Pl'G&r•, or 
are they care~ for by a baby sitt@r daily? 
USPODllff:· Yes; m.y aother takes care of ti.lea wb.ile 1 a wrkms~ (6) 
DTII.VIBWEB.: Are hotbm.ches provWed f@r lob and .Jaia:i.ce? 
IBSP08DT g Yes.· (l) 
th•. en 
INTERVDWE~t ~ ~~y elhiild!1!.'em. ®!,"e mcl9M'l 
RESPODDT i two o (:1:) 
Df.l'EB.VDWEB.z Where do Bob and Janice play outside of the home? 
RESPORDDT: In the back Jilrcl.. (1) 
DITERVIEWEB.i Who looks after them while they are playing? 
IESPOl.lDDT ~ l do. (1) 
~B.VIBWEB.: Bow much education 1do you want Janice to have? 
BZSPONDDT~ I think she should have a high school education. (4) 
nrrllt.VIEWBB.: How much education clo you WQt Bob to have? 
RESPONDENT: I want him to have a college education. (5) 
IRTERVIBWEB.: I would like to tell you something about this proposed 
··..., .. 
preschool program. It is anticipated that this program 
will be ~open and clos.ed and be in a location of town that 
will be acc~ptable to the greatest number of falllilies in 
the comm.unity. The program will have complete adult super-
vision. Tb.ere will be constructive play areas~ hot ,lun·ehes 
will be provided with snacks in the morning and afternoon., 
and! upe. 
If suck a program were available, would you prefer a 
cont1'!uous all day program or a split-$llift progra., 
having the program opened and closed in the aorning and 
re~opened and closed in the afternoon, a half-day program 
only being opened in the aomiag, or a laalf-day program 
only in the afternoon. 
BESPONDENT: I would want a co11tinuo11s all day program. It would suit 
me best. (2) 
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IIDB.VDWII.:: What t;m.e 'fifft!W you want such, a program opmm •• closed? 
BBSPODIIT:: Oh, about eight m the •ming atil &Nat: four m tlae 
aftemocm.o (3) (6)_ 
DTEI.VDWII.:: Would yo.a be willing to aacl . Bob anc1 Jaaic:e to aull • 
program. if it.were availllbleT 
IISl'ORDBR'.r: Oh yes, I thmk it is u-1ecl v_er, macho (1) 
:orru.vmw&I.:: · VouU :,ou be vilU.q to give Hile of your t:l.lle as n 
aesistnt or belper :ba aucla a progr•?. 
USPODBft:: Yes, whea 1 !wve t:laeo · (1) 
IITBRVDWIR: VwU Curles be wilU.111 tit> assist :la such a prograa'l By 
this, w11 •an if emu work needs to be tloae anmul tu 
scuol, we would like to be able to call on some of tlle 
-~-~s.t@ helpo 
BISPODIITi: 1'ea 9 I tlllmk u would whn lw us time. (1) 
IIDI.VIEWBI.: . IJo. ,.. Im• other people in tb.e COllllll!lity with preacliool 
childrea who Wfflllld 'be will:lag to assist or sad their 
cb.1141.rea to. such a proarat 
IISPODDT g Bt»o ll~t off umidl o 
DITU.VDWBlh ~k 1"l f@,r JGlllllt' t:IM~ l VN11tldl like to tell you ap:la 
tut everythill1 I uve ~eke<& you will be coaf:ulatial. 
Tide :m.fom11tion will ut be i<int.ifisd by JCNI.' ume, 
addreais or phcme '!laber. Tfuinfc1rre, there will be no · way 
to cOBBect ,our f1111ily vith the itllformatiol!l ·you bave &ivea 
Mo 
.... :.,\,. · .. 
PAI! Vlo COll':LUSIOB 
If tliia•nual bas been uaecl properly; the :latervi•er sllftlcl 1aave 
·a wor~ing baalfleclge of the interview schedule. lf 9 llowever, tbie i8 not 
. tlae case, the •nual alaoulcl be re•read with a more involved study of · the 
achecluleo 
It bas "'1• the purpose of this manual to intrecl• to the 
iate~iewer tbe er.set use and coding of the schecl11le. 
l'or this data to 'be of any •••, tbe intervi•ere have to be uaiform 
ill the data collect:lo'II and the cocU,ng useclo 
flle fmpc,Jltance cf.follOl!'inl this :latentewer •nual to the letter 
canaot be overly empbasiaed. 
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WORK TIME SHEET 
. Date--------- lnterviewer's Name~~~------~---------------
Code #1 NC - no contact; WA - wrong address; R - refused; CA - changed address / 
Code #2 R - rug; NR - no rug.; AR - area rug; C - curtain; NC - n.o curtain; T • to7s; NT ., no toys; .. cl .. clean; 
HCl -mot clean-; F - fenced; NF - -iio fence. 
TIME 
SCH.# CONT., NAME - ADDRESS IN OUT TOTAL CODE #1 CODE f/2 INTER. COST ,COMMENTS 
. 
SAM PLE COPY 
SAM PLE c· o PY 
SAM PL~ COPY 
! TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL MILEAGE 
$TART 
I l:'.ND . itOTAL l:OST 
'° o:i 
SAMPLE COPY 
SURVEY TO DETERMINE THE NEED FOR A 
PRESCHOOL CBII.D DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
INTERVIEWER« S NAME ~==----=--------==-
CODE NUMBER-----------
99 
I am working for (with) 
~------~-~ 
We are interested in 
information that will help us determine the need for a preschool 
child development center for this connnunitya 
I have been told by that you have a 
(two, etc.) preschool child (ren) by the name (s) of 
-------
May I ask you a few questions to aid us fn t;:li,is study? 
100 
Code 
Card type 1 
Code number 
Last First Middle 
I 2. Your birthdate is? I 
~~-------~~~~----~~-Day Month Year 
3. ls your correct address? 
~------~~~ 
4e Can you be reached by phone? yes (1) no (2) 
(If applicable) What is that number? 
-----
5. What are the names and ages of the people living. 
here? Let's start with the youngest. 
Ao What is the highest grade in school each has 
completes? 
B. How is each related to you? 















Code Code Code 

























Code Code Code 
grade relat he 
(11,12)(14,15) (17) 
grede sch~ol = 1-1, 1-2, l-3 1-4, 1-5, 1-6. 
iunior hig·h school - 2-1, 2-2, 2-3. 
high school - 3-1, 3-2, 3-3. 
college - 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4=4o 
graduate - 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5=4e 
technical school - 7-lo 
beauty school - 7-20 
business school - 7=3o 
other - 7=4o 
Re lat ion ship 
(of children) 
son - (1) 
daughter O (2) 
adopted O son - (3) 
adopted O daughter - (4) 
(other than children) 
relativesi boy - (5) 
relatives' girl - (6) 
no relationship - (7) 
mother - (8)p father - (9), mother-in-law - (10) 9 father-in-law 
(11), sibling - (12), sibling-in-law - (13) 9 aunt - (14)P 
uncle - (15), other-specify - (16)p no relationship - (17), 
husband - (18), self - (19) 
Healyh condition 
excellent-· (1), good - (2), poor - (3) 9 handicapped - (4), 
permanent disability - (5), temporary. disability - (6), 
other - (7) 
102 
60 Which of the following best describes your 
situation? Are you ooo (1) married9 (2) divorced 9 
(3) widowed, (4) single, (5) separated, 
(6) deserted. 
7o (if applicable) What is your husbands name? 
Last First Middle 
80 (if applicable) His birthdate is? 
I I not applicable O (09) 
Day Month Year 
9. (if applicable) Is (was) this your first 
marriage? yes (1) no (2) not applicable (9) 
lOo (if applicable) How many ti~~s have vou been 
married? not applicable O (9) 
llo How many children have you had by this (each) 
marriage? (1) ·: (2) , (3) , (4) , 
(15916) (17»18) (19920) (21»22) 
(5) " 
(23924) 
120 Your occupation is? 
skilled ... (1) housewife ... (4) 
unskilled = (2) do not work ... (5) 
self0 employed = (3) 
13. What hours per day do you work? 
--------
Total number of hours (to be computed) 
----
(If only one place number 9 use zero (0) before 
number) 










(If only one place number9 use zero (0) before number) 
150 What other jobs have you held? 
~-~-~-~~~ 
skilled = (1) 
unskilled "' (2) 
self employed= (3) 
none= (4) 
l6o (if applicable) You~ husband's occupation is? 
skilled = (1) 
unskilled = (2) 
self0 employed = (3) 
does not work= (4) 
student ... (5) 
not applicable= (9) 
17. (if applicable) What hours per day does he work? 
------
Total number of hours (to be computed) 
------
not applicable (09) (If only a one 
place number, use a zero (0) before the number) 
18. (if applicable) What other jobs has he held? 
skilled = (-1) 
unskilled = (2) 
self-employed= (J) 
none= (4) 
not applicable o (9) 
19. What is your family income per week before 
deductions? This is an approximate value that 
will fit into a category. 
under= $39 ° (1) 
$40 ... $54"' (2) 
$55"' $69 = (3) 
$70 ... $84 ° (4) 
$85"' $99 = (5) 
$100 ° up O (6) __ _ 
20. Are you on social security or public assistance? 
yes (1) no (2) 
21. Do you take the daily newspaper? yas (1) no (2) 
220 do you have a television? yes (1) no (2) 
23. Who determines what is watched? 
mother .. (1) 
father= (2) 
children = (3) 
mother and father= (4) 
mothe~ and children= (5) 
father and children= (6) 
all "' (7) 












240 Do you have a radio? yes (1) no (2) 
250 How many books do you have in the home? Such 
as== read list of books in question 260 
1.,,5 = (1) 
6..,lf\ ~ (2) 
11~ 15 = (3) 
16020 = (4) 
260 What type of books are they? 
Bible=reli5 ious"' (42) 
paperback .. (43) 
adult .. ( 44) 
· child:::-en = (45) 
text"" (46) 
21.,,25 ° (5) 
26=30 = (6.) 
3l=or more = (7) 
reference = (47) 
fiction "' (48) 
nonfiction= (49) 
other"' (50) 
27. Are these books read to the children? 
yes (1) no (2) 





circle if yes= 
punch (1) 
do not circle 
if no= punch (2) 
(51) 
(2) play school, (3) church school, (4) day care 
center, (5) other group program, (6) or are 
they cared for by a baby sitter daily? (7) no 
29Q (if applicable) Are hot lunches provided for 
the children by the school? yes (1) no (2) 
not applicable (9) 
30. (if applicable) How much do you spend per day 
for this preschool service? Not applicable (9) 
$1 d $2 "' (1) 
$2 .. $3 = (2) 1 child 
$3"" $4 = (3) 
$4 = $5 ° (4) 
$5 "'$6"' (5) 2 of more 
$6 = $7"' (6) 
none = (7) 
310 (if applicable) How many children are included 
in this ammount'l 





32. Where do your children play outside the home? 
yard ... (1) 
street= (2) 
play ground= (3) 
lot= (4) 
other = (5) 
33e Who looks afte1 the children while they are 
340 
playing? 
adult = (1) 
older peer"' (2) 
peer the same age= (3) 
older sibling= (4) 
sibling the same age= (5) 
no one= (6) 
How much education do you want your daughter (s) 
to have? not applicable "' (9) 
none ... (1) above "" (4) 
below= (2) college ... (5) 
the same as ... (3) 
350 How much education do you want your son (s) to 
have? not applicable= (9) 
none ... (1) 
below "" (2) 
the same as= (3) 
above"' (4) 
college = (5) 
I would like to tell you something about this proposed 
preschool program. It is anticipated that this pro= 
gram will be opened and closed at the tim~ most 
convenient for the greatest number of familieso It 
would provide sich services as; complete adult super ... 
vision, play sessions, hot lunches, snacks and naps .. 
36. If such a program were available, would you prefer 
a split shift program, having the program opened 
and closed in the morning and re=opened and re=elosed 
in the afternoon"' (1), a continuous all day 







being opened in the morning= (3), or a half 
day program only in the afternoon= (4)o 
370 (if applicable) (split shift) What time would 
you want this program opened and closed in the 
morning? Not applicable= (9) 
6:00 = (1), 7:00 - (2), 8:00 .. (3), 9:00 - (4), 
10:00 = (5), 11:00 - (6), 12:00 = (7) 
What time would you want this program opened 
and closed in the afternoon? not applicable - (9) 
1:00 = (1), 2:00 - (2)p 3g00 = (3) 9 4:00 .. (4), 
5:00 - (5), 6:00 - (6), 7:00 - (7). 
380 (if applicable) (all day) What time would you 
want this program opened and closed? not 
applicable = (9) 
6:00 = (1), 7:00 = (2)9 8:00 g (3), 9:00 - (4), 
10:00 - (5), 3:00 ~ (6), 4:00 - (7), 5:00 - (8)0 
39~ (if applicable) (half day program in the morning) 
What time would you want the program opened and 
closed in the morning? not applicable - (9) 
6:00 - (1), 7:00 = (2), 8:00 = (3), 9g00 = (4), 
10:00 = (5), 11:00 - (6), 12:00 - (7), ,1:00 - (8)0 
400 (if applicable) (half ·day program in the afternoon) 
What time would you want the program opened and 
closed in the afternoon? not applicable= (9) 
12:00 - (l)g 1:00 ° (2)9 2:00 - (3), 3:00 = (4), 
4: 00 - ( 5 ) , 5 : 00 = { 6) 9 6 : 00 = ( 7) !) 7 : 00 •, { 8) .. 












41. Would you be willing to send your children to 
such a preschool program? yes (1) no (2) 
420 Would you be willing to give some of your time 
as an assistant or helper in such a program? 
yes (1) no (2) 
430 (if applicable) Would your husband be willing 
to assist in such a program? 
not applicable (9) 
yes (1) no (2) 
440 Do you know any other people in this community 
with preschool children who would be willing to send 
their children to such a program? yes (1) no (2) 
45. Their name is? 
Last First Middle 
46 .. Their address is? 
47. Their phone number is? 
have non<.. do not know 
48. How many preschoolers do they have? 
------
490 Their names and approximate ages are? Starting 
with the youngest .. _, ~-' __ , _, _. 
50. Do either of the parents work? yes (1) no (2) 







All of this information is confidential and will be placed on computer 
cards. The name of your family will in no way be connected with the 
other informationo 
THAT IS ALL. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATIONo 
APPENDIX D 
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